Save up to 80% off list prices on these subjects:

- Actors, Celebrities & Performing Artists
- Adventurers & Explorers
- Artist & Photographer Biographies
- Artists & Photographers
- Businessmen & Entrepreneurs
- Collected Biographies
- Composers
- Dictators, Scoundrels & Criminals
- Families & Dynasties
- Gay & Lesbian
- Lives of Women

Current titles are marked with a ★.

**6955738** GEORGIA O'KEEFFE AT HOME. By Alice Hax Guzman. Despite O'Keefe's assertions that a biographical interpretation of her work will yield little insight, it is plain to see the landscapes and buildings she called home had a huge influence on her. Features the history of Georgia O'Keeffe's artwork and original photography of her surroundings taken by notable friends and contemporaries. Fully ill. in color. 175 pages. Frances Lincoln. 9½x10½. Import. Pub. at $35.00. ★

**6955871** SAMUEL PALMER: The Sketchbook of 1824. Ed. by Martin Butlin. Presents all of the 162 surviving pages of Palmer's visionary sketchbook, the only one not destroyed by his son after the artist's death in 1881. Its vividly illustrate the crucial period when the nineteen-year-old artist first experienced his revelatory vision of a divinely ordered Heaven on Earth. 221 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9½x7½. Pub. at $40.00. ★

**6727744** LEONARDO DA VINCI. By Walter Isaacson. Drawing on thousands of pages from Leonardo's astonishing notebooks and new discoveries about his life and work, the acclaimed author weaves a narrative that connects his art to his science. A magnificent biography of one of the most extraordinary human beings of all time. Illus., in color. 599 pages. S&S. 2014. $39.95. ★

**6763999** PICASSO AND THE PAINTING THAT SHOCKED THE WORLD. By Milles J. Unger. The fascinating story of an artistic genius with a singular creative gift, filled with heartbeat and triumph, despair and delirium—all played out against the backdrop of the world's most captivating city, Paris in the early 1900s. Illus., in color. 470 pages. S&S. $32.00. Pub. at $24.95. ★

**6951372** THE ART OF GEORGE AMES ALDRICH. By Wendy Greenhouse et al. A highly regarded impressionist style artist, George Ames Aldrich drew on his years of experience living and studying in Europe to create beautiful landscape paintings. His life and works are explored in this gorgeous volume, featuring color reproductions along with other archival and contextual images. Illus. 9½x10½. Pub. at $35.00. ★


**6955580** CALDER: The Conquest of Time—The Early Years, 1898-1940. By Joe Fix. In this fascinating and thought-provoking collection, twenty-four photographers reveal their highly idiosyncratic techniques and philosophies, as well as their daily habits and strategies for getting work done. Fully ill. in color. 256 pages. Phaidon. Architectural. 7x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00. ★

**6855020** YOUNG LEONARDO: The Evolution of a Revolutionary Artist, 1472-1499. By J-P Isholets & C.H. Brown. Presents a fresh look at Leonardo da Vinci's formative years in Florence and Milan and opens a window into the artist's mind as he slowly develops the groundbreaking techniques that will produce the High Renaissance and change the world for ever. Illus. 8½x11½. Pub. at $49.95. ★

**6953088** St. Martin's. 6¼x9½. Pub. at $26.99. ★

**6956286** SAMUEL PALMER: The Sketchbook of 1824. Ed. by Martin Butlin. Presents all of the 162 surviving pages of Palmer's visionary sketchbook, the only one not destroyed by his son after the artist's death in 1881. Its vividly illustrate the crucial period when the nineteen-year-old artist first experienced his revelatory vision of a divinely ordered Heaven on Earth. 221 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9½x7½. Pub. at $40.00. ★

**6955967** MALEVICH PAINTS, 1911–1920: The Seeing Eye. By Patricia Riebling. How Malevich explored optical phenomena of the seeing eye is revealed in his Neo-Primitivist, Proto-Cubist, Cubo-Futurist, Cubist, and Suprematist paintings and drawings. It is the creative process that lies at the heart of this study, a visit to the artist in his studio. Illus., some in color. 352 pages. Arts Books. 8½x12. Import. Pub. at $40.00. ★


**6851315** LIVES OF THE GREAT MODERN ARTISTS. By Edward Lucie-Smith. Presented here are some of the most engaging life stories of our time. Short biographies, grouped according to style and era, are illustrated with important works, self-portraits and photographs. 368 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8½x11. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $34.95. ★

**6869355** VAN GOGH AND MUSIC: A Symphony in Blue and Yellow. By Nollie Volkers. An in-depth investigation of the influential role that music and sound played throughout Vincent van Gogh’s life. From psalms and hymns to the operas of Richard Wagner to simple birdsong, music represented to van Gogh the ultimate form of artistic expression. Illus., most in color. 176 pages. Yale. 6½x9¾. Pub. at $35.00. ★

**2776722** INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF A SLAVE GIRL. By Harriet Jacobs. Reproduction of the work first published in 1861. This true story of an individual's struggle for freedom remains among the few extant slave narratives written by a woman. Jacob's dauntless spirit carried her from a life of servitude and degradation in the South to liberty and reunion with her children in the North. 168 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.00. ★

See more titles at erhbc.com/662
GLORY DENIED: The Vietnam Saga of Jim Thompson, America’s Longest-Held Prisoner of War. By Tom Phillips. A classic tale of one man’s tortuous journey through war and its aftermath. Follows Thompson’s story from his childhood to the nine years he was held in jungles, dungeons and dark cells in Vietnam. 16 pages of photos. 463 pages. Norton. 816.95. $3.95

AMERICAN LEGACY: The Story of John & Caroline Kennedy. By C. David Heymann. The author draws on a voluminous archive of personal interviews to present a telling portrait of John and Caroline Kennedy. He covers their childhoods in the White House, the dark aftermath of JFK’s assassination, their unique friendship and the way they faced as adults. 16 pages of photos. 593 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $2.95

FALLEN FOUNDER: The Life of Aaron Burr. By Nancy Isenberg. Attempts to discover the real Aaron Burr, positing that he was more of a statesman than the villain portrayed. 379 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.00. $16.95

WASHINGTON. By John Marshall. Originally published in 1857. This biography covers every major event in Washington’s personal life and in his public role as a founding father, including his marriage to Martha, the crossing of the Delaware, the treason of Benedict Arnold, his death, and more. 379 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $14.95

ONE MARINE’S WAR: A Combat Interpreter’s Quest for Harmony in the Pacific. By Lt. A. Meehan. Chronicles the experiences of a Marine language officer, Robert Sheeks, who was decorated for saving enemy lives, not taking them. Trace Sheeks’ extraordinary humanitarian quest to prevent the needless deaths of Japanese soldiers and civilians while serving as a combat interpreter during the intense fighting. 24 pages of photos. 244 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound at $34.95. $4.95

PATRICK HENRY: Champion of Liberty. By Jon Kukla. Famous for the famous “Give me liberty or give me death,” Patrick Henry’s rich contribution to American independence is restored to its rightful place in this biographical work by a Virginia native. It illuminates Henry as an influential founding father, a critical figure in creating the Bill of Rights, and perhaps the finest orator of his time. Illus. 541 pages. S & S. $35.00. $9.95

LIFE OF GEORGE WASHINGTON. By John Marshall. Originally published in 1857. This biography covers every major event in Washington’s personal life and in his public role as a founding father, including his marriage to Martha, the crossing of the Delaware, the treason of Benedict Arnold, his death, and more. 379 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $14.95

EMBATTLED REBEL: Jefferson Davis as Commander in Chief. By James M. McPherson. In a powerful new reworking of Jefferson Davis as Commander of the Confederacy, McPherson challenges popular notions to give him the definitive portrait he deserves. Despite grave illness, Davis oversaw the evacuation of Henry, his escape marriage to Martha, the crossing of the Delaware, the treason of Benedict Arnold, his death, and more. 379 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $14.95

LINCOLN’S BODY: A Cultural History. By Richard Wightman Fox with commensurate scholarship, rare insight, and engaging prose, Fox delivers a unique and monumental look at the physical appearance of Abraham Lincoln, the man and the myth, examining how a leader so ungainly in body and downright “ugly” in aspect came to mean so much to his people. Photos. 416 pages. Norton. Pub. at $28.95. $3.95

ETHAN ALLEN: His Life and Times. By Willard Sterne Randall. While Ethan Allen’s legend has endured through four centuries of American history, he remains the least understood of America’s founding fathers. Randall’s account rediscovers the man and portrays him as an extraordinary military leader, with a legendary flair for provoking international incidents, and his legendary love affair with Ethan Allen’s Green Mountain Boys, a man who was a mythical figure even in his own lifetime. 16 pages of photos. 617 pages. Norton. Pub. at $35.00. $6.95

BECOMING MADISON. By Michael Signer. Presents the inspiring story of Madison’s life, from his famous small-town childhood to his use of incisive and original insight into the Founding Father who did the most but is known the least. Signer’s focus is on Madison before he turned thirty, the most industrious of American’s most enduring work. Illus. 372 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $28.99. $4.95

FIVE DOWN, NO GLORY: Frank G. Tinker, Mercenary Ace in the Spanish Civil War. By R.C. Hall. This first in depth biography of Tinker covers his experience in combat, culminating with his command of a Soviet squadron and the termination of his contract with the government of Spain. It explores the life of the top American ace during the Spanish Civil War after downing eight enemy airplanes in combat. Illus. 377 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound at $13.95. $6.95


MY LARGER EDUCATION. By Booker T. Washington. Republication of the work first published in 1911. The primary voice of the African American community from 1890 to 1915, Washington discusses how he arrived at his conclusions on the importance of cooperation and teamwork and describing the experiences that led to the founding of Tuskegee University. 178 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.00. $3.95

THE VOICE OF AMERICA: Lowell Thomas and the Invention of 20th-Century Journalism. By Mitchel Stephens. Offers an exciting portrait of a crucial journalist and extraordinary man whose name, not too long ago, was as well-known as any American journalist has ever been. When Thomas died in 1981, the nation’s eldest journalist suggested that Thomas had “crammed a couple of centuries worth of living” into his eighty-nine years. 16 pages of photos. 328 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. $6.95

TUESDAY’S PROMISE: One Veteran, One Dog, and Their Bold Quest to Change Lives. By L.C. Monnich, & E. Henican. Following the success of his New York Times bestseller, Until Tuesday, Iraq War veteran Louis Monnich took to the road with his beloved guide dog Tuesday, the Puget Sound’s first dog of war, to advocate for America’s wounded warriors and for each other. An inspiring story of love, service, teamwork, and the remarkable bond between humans and canines. Photos. 204 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. $7.95

SOUL ON ICE. By Eldridge Cleaver. By turns shocking and lyrical, unblinking and raw, the searingly honest memoirs of Eldridge Cleaver are a testament to the human spirit’s potential for change. Cleaver shows us, on the pages of this new classic autobiography, how much he was a man. 242 pages. Delta. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $4.95

DEVIL AT MY HEELS. By Louis Zamperini with D. Rensin. A juvenile delinquent, a world-class NCAA miler, a 1936 Olympian, a WWII bombardier; Louis Zamperini had a life fuller than most when it changed in an instant. In 1943, while flying his plane over the Pacific, he and two survivors endured 47 days adrift on the ocean, before being rescued by the Japanese. Photos. 297 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95

THE SOLDIER FROM INDEPENDENCE: A Military Biography of Harry S. Truman. By Mark S. Hoff. Truman, as Commander in Chief, President Harry S. Truman authorized dropping The Bomb. Despite making what is arguably the most momentous decision in the history of this world, critics have dismissed the “Kansas City haberdasher” as having no significant military credentials. This biography establishes Truman’s bona fides as a military man. Photos. 266 pages. Free Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00. $9.95

THE REMARKABLE LIFE OF FDR’s Secretary of the Treasury. By Herbert Levy. Morgenthau played an integral role as Roosevelt’s secretary of the treasury during a tough economic, political, and social environment. A remarkable man who became this nation’s New Yorker, from growing up in a business-minded family to spending his isolated teenage years at boarding school to his remarkable rise in government service. Photos. 82 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $29.95. $3.95

THE TRUE STORY OF THE PROSECUTOR Who Took on the Mob, Fought Corruption, and Won. By Herbert J. Stern. Stern is considered one of the most famous prosecutors ever, a federal prosecutor and he and his equally dedicated colleagues successfully prosecuted government officials and blackened the eye of organized crime. 16 pages of photos. 537 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95

BRADLEY: Great Generals. By Alan Axelrod. With insight and skillful storytelling, the author reveals the important legacy of Omar Bradley, the tactical genius who led the largest field command in history and who remains the model of leadership today. Photos 204 pages. Palgrave. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF THEODORE ROOSEVELT. Ed. by Stephen B. Oates. In his own writings, this is the true story of one of America’s most beloved presidents. Complete with drawings and photographs, this semi-autobiography offers us a glimpse into the man’s life, his early days as a schoolmolded sickly child to his historic run as the president of the United States. 392 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

SHOWDOWN: Thurgood Marshall and the Supreme Court Nomination That Changed America. By Wil Haygood. He brought down the separate-but-equal doctrine, integrated schools, and not only fought for human rights and human dignity but also made them impossible to deny. In this stunning biography, Haygood details the life and career of Thurgood Marshall, architect of the civil rights movement of the 20th century. Photos. 404 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $32.50. $7.95


<table>
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<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESLANDA: The Large and Unconventional Life of Mrs. Paul Robeson.</td>
<td>by Barbara Ransby.</td>
<td>FSG</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE MAN OF THE HOUR: James B. Conant, Warrior, President, Easter Seal.</td>
<td>by Jennet Conant.</td>
<td>New Press</td>
<td>212</td>
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## Spies & Espionage

### 6770754 STALIN’S ROMEO SPY: The Remarkable Rise and Fall of the KGB’s Most Daring Operative. By Emil Draitzer. Draitzer’s account is a fascinating look at how Stalin’s KGB rose to power and fell later in the same century. Draitzer is a former CIA officer who worked with some of the world’s most dangerous spies. His book provides a revealing glimpse into the world of Cold War espionage and reveals how some of the world’s most notorious agents were brought down by their own ambitions.

### 6711556 A TANGLED WEB: Mata Hari. By Mary W. Craig. Mata Hari was a woman whose adult life was a web of lies, half truths and military sexuality that captivated many. The book tells the story of a young son and a bitter divorce. Mata Hari reinvented herself as an exotic dancer in Paris, before taking up the life as a courtier. Her decision to become embroiled in espionage during WWI would end in her execution. Photos. 288 pages. History Press. Import. Pub. at $26.95 $21.95

### 6892723 ODDEST: World War Two’s Darkest Spying. By Penny Starrs. A fascinating biography that delves into SOE personnel files to reveal the true story of this wartime heroine and the officer who posed as her husband. From her life in Britain and her work undercover, to her arrest and unlikely survival in Ravensbruck Concentration Camp, Starrs reveals the truth of Odette’s mission. Photos. 248 pages. History Press. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

### 688094 THE ROAD NOT TAKEN: Edward Lansdale and the American Tragedy in Vietnam. By Max Boot. Bringing a tragic complexity to this so-called Ugly American, Boot’s biography suggests that Vietnam, a country whose history still haunts American foreign policy, might have been different if only Lansdale’s advice had been heeded. With reverberations that continue to play out in Iraq and Afghanistan, this work is of profound historical consequence. 244 pages. 717 $26.95

### 4518440 A VERY DANGEROUS WOMAN: The Lives, Loves and Lies of Mata Hari. By Christopher Hitchens. McDonald & J. Dronfield. Russian aristocrat Baroness Baroness Moura Budberg was born to indulgence, pleasure and selfishness, but that changed in 1916. She became involved with a British diplomat and spy, spies on him for the Bolsheviks, but when he is exposed risks everything to save him. Based on letters, diaries and documents, this volume exposes the true story of Mata Hari. 436 pages. Oxford Paperbound Import. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95


### 6894448 ELEANOR AND HICK: The Love Affair That Shaped a First Lady. By Susan Scarf Merrell. In 1933, Eleanor Roosevelt took on the duty-bound role of First Lady with a deliberation. A lifetime came to her in the form of feisty AP reporter Lorena Hickok. Over the next 30 years, the two carried on an extraordinary relationship: they were, at different points, lovers, confidantes, professional advisers, and caring friends. Photos. 404 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

### 4580125 EXPLORING LINCOLN: Great Historians Reappraise Our Greatest President. Ed. by Harold Holzer et al. Collection of 18 writings that examine Lincoln over the past three years. Shining new light on particular aspects of Lincoln and his tragically abbreviated presidency, these papers present a compelling snapshot of current Lincoln scholarship and a life line for a president in presidential pandemonium. 296 pages. Fordham. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $1.95


### 5722969 A FULL LIFE: Reflections at Ninety. By Jimmy Carter. The 39th President, Nobel Peace Prize recipient, international humanitarian, and fisherman reflects on his full and happy life with pride, humor, and a few second thoughts. At 90 years old, he tells his tale with verve and candor, offering insight and detail he’s never shared before. Photos, some color. 258 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

### 6936490 THE LAST MANCHU. By H. P. Yü & P. Kramer. The autobiography of Henry Pu Yü, the last emperor of China. He ascended to the throne at the age of two, and was forced to abdicate at the age of five. He spent 13 years in Peking’s Forbidden City, was forced to flee from a Chinese warlord and ended up in a Russian prison in Siberia years later. Photos. 310 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

### 6862780 1864: Lincoln at the Gates of History. By Charles Braceylen Flood. In this masterful narrative, the historian and biographer brings the drama of Lincoln’s final year, in which he oversaw the last campaigns of the Civil War, was reelected as president, and laid out his masterful ideas for a reunified South and in the expanding West. 521 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95


### 6845786 JAMES MADISON: A Life Reconsidered. By Lynne Cheney. Cheney highlights Madison’s friendships and rivalries with other Founding Fathers and offers insights into the man who helped poison the Bill of Rights. This biography presents an intimate portrait of the leader who did more than any other to create the nation we know today. 564 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

### 6726577 LINCOLN’S BATTLE WITH GOD: A President’s Struggle with Faith and What It Meant for America. By Stephen Mansfield. Shows how Lincoln journeyed from his early skepticism of the Christian faith, to a sustained personal encounter with the God of the Bible. This story of Lincoln’s faith is vital for our times and gives us a window into understanding America’s most controversial president. 442 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95


### 6954867 A ROYAL EXPERIMENT: The Private Life of King George III. By Janice Hadlow. Presents a magnificent and wonderfully readable biography of Great Britain’s King George III, with astonishing emotional force George’s attempt to achieve what none of his forebears had accomplished: a happy family life. 16 pages of photos, most color. 420 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

### 5568314 CLOSEST COMPANION: The Unknown Story of the Intimate Friendship Between President Reuelst and Margaret Suckley. By Geoffrey C. Ward. Offers the secret diary of FDR’s sixth cousin, “Daisy” Suckley, who spent more private time with thejqque than any other person. Running from FDR’s 1933 inauguration to his death in 1945, the diary is joined by 38 letters FDR wrote to Daisy. 16 pages of photos. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95
**Politicians, Statesmen & Revolutionaries**


- **6435902 ISABELLA OF CASTILE: Europe's First Great Queen.** By Giles Tremlett. An acclaimed historian chronicles the colorful and remarkable life of Isabella of Castile, the queen who transformed Spain into a global power and sponsored Columbus's voyage that would open the New World. Summer, richly textured portrait of a monarch who paved the way for Elizabeth I, Catherine the Great, and Queen Victoria. Color illus. 608 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $35.00

- **2823527 BOBBY KENNEDY: A Raging Spirit.** By Chris Matthews. Matthews shines a light on all the important moments of Bobby Kennedy's life: his upbringing, his start in politics, his crucial role fighting for the Civil Rights Act, and his tragic end. He continues to be a model for political bravery and moral leadership. Photos. 396 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.99

- **2811663 LADY CATHERINE, THE EARL, AND THE REAL DOWTON ABBEY.** The Countess of Carnarvon. Tells the story of Catherine Wendell, the beautiful, spirited American who married the man who would become the 7th Earl of Carnarvon. Cat Countess of Carnarvon brings alive their very modern take in the beautiful and fabled Highclere Castle, the setting for the PBS hit TV show Downton Abbey. 32 pages of photos. 354 pages. Broadway. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

- **5973708 THE KING’S GRAVE: The Discovery of Richard III’s Last Burial Place and the Clues It Holds.** By P. Langley & M. Jones. Presents both an extraordinary portrait of the last Plantagenet monarch and the inspiring story of the search and archaeological dig that led to the discovery of the site. 16 pages of photos, some color. 288 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99

- **6912553 EDWARD VII: The Prince of Wales & the Women He Loved.** By Catharine Amling. A compelling account of Edward's loves and his marriages, how his loves were beautiful and diverse. While the scandals resulting from his affairs—from suicides to divorces—were a blight on the Royal family, Edward would become a surprisingly modern monarch. His ‘Edwardian’ vision was transforming the British monarchy, and ensuring its survival in a period when other European dynasties collapsed. Photos. 291 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99


- **5968094 EAMON DE VALERA: A Will to Power.** By Ronan Fanning. From his emergence in the aftermath of the 1916 rebellion as the republican leader, de Valera became the de facto leader of Ireland for more than fifty years. Much as Churchill personified British resistance to Hitler, de Valera personified Irish independence. Photos. 308 pages. Faber & Faber. Import.

- **4576799 REAGAN: The Life.** By H.W. Brands. In the definitive biography of a visionary and transformative president, Brands conveys a vivid picture of the man and his times. A masterful biography, with sweep and vigor how the confident force of Reagan’s personality and the unwavering nature of his beliefs enabled him to engineer a conservative revolution in American politics and play a crucial role in ending communism in the Soviet Union. 16 pages of photos, some color. 606 pages. Doubleday. Double Book Club. Pub. at $35.00

- **6930107 HERBERT BOOHER: A Life.** By John Ziemba. In this compelling examination of Herbert Hoover’s character, accomplishments, and failings, Jeanneonne convincingly portrays a steadfast leader who chased an array of legislation that laid the groundwork for the New Deal, and who became the moral voice of the GOP and a champion of Republican principles. 16 pages of photos. 455 pages.


- **6727237 VENDETTA: Bobby Kennedy Versus Jimmy Hoffa.** By James Neff. From 1957 to 1964, Robert Kennedy and Jimmy Hoffa channeled nearly all of their considerable energies into destroying each other. Here Neff has crafted a heart-pounding epic of crime and punishment, a saga of venom and relentlessness and two men willing to do anything to demolish each other. Photos. Bay. Paperback. Pub. at $17.29

- **6966470 VENDETTA: Bobby Kennedy Versus Jimmy Hoffa.** By James Neff. From 1957 to 1964, Robert Kennedy and Jimmy Hoffa channeled nearly all of their considerable energies into destroying each other. Here Neff has crafted a heart-pounding epic of crime and punishment, a saga of venom and relentlessness and two men willing to do anything to demolish each other. Photos. Bay. Paperback. Pub. at $17.29

- 377 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00

- **6911129 MR. JEFFERSON’S WOMEN.** By Jon Kukla. A riveting study of a complex man, Thomas Jefferson’s relationships with women, both personal and political. Illus. 279 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

- **2818345 BECOMING QUEEN VICTORIA.** The Unexpected Rise of Britain’s Greatest Monarch. By Kate Williams. Writing with novelistic flair and historical precision, Williams reveals a vibrant woman in the prime of her life, while chronicling the byzantine machinations that continued even after she was crowned. A grand tale of a woman whose destiny began long before she was born and whose legacy lives on. Illus., most in color. 457 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

- **6835732 WILSON.** By A. Scott Berg. One hundred years after his inauguration, Woodrow Wilson still stands as one of the most influential figures of the 20th century, and one of the most enigmatic. After more than a decade of research, Berg delivers the most penetrating biography to date of the 28th President. 48 pages of photos. 818 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00

- **6830952 WILSON.** By A. Scott Berg. One hundred years after his inauguration, Woodrow Wilson still stands as one of the most influential figures of the 20th century, and one of the most enigmatic. After more than a decade of research, Berg delivers the most penetrating biography to date of the 28th President. 48 pages of photos. 818 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00

- **6845967 MARY TUDOR: England’s First Queen.** By Anna Whitelock. She was born a princess in Elizabethan England, but in the wake of Henry’s break with Rome Mary was declared a heretic and a bastard. Refusing to accept her new status, she faced imprisonment and even death. Aga against the odds, Mary successfully reestablished her rightful place in the Tudor Line and reigned through one of England’s stormiest eras. Color photos. 402 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

- 378 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00

- **6579973 TOUSSAINT LOUVERTURE: A Revolutionary Life.** By Philippe Girard. Reveals the dramatic story of Toussaint Louverture, the mastermind of the only successful slave revolt the world has ever seen. Girard describes how Louverture transformed himself from lowly slave to revolutionary hero in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, and how he went on to play a crucial role in ending communism in the Middle East, and more. 16 pages of photos. 378 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00

- **6560644 VICTORIA: A Life.** By A.N. Wilson. A comprehensive, full-length biography of the only successful new material to reveal Queen Victoria as she’s never been seen before: not the aging, stiff widow of myth and mystique but one of the most intelligent and powerful women of her time and the most influential monarch of the Western world. 340 pages. Basic. Pub. at $29.99

- **5957079 LADY BIRD AND LYNDON: The Hidden Story of a Marriage That Made a President.** By Carol LeSSLer. Explores the political and romantic partnership that helps explain how the widely talented but deeply flawed Lyndon Baines Johnson ended up making an impact no one had ever imagined possible. Johnson’s only legacy was protecting wildflowers, Carol restores this pragmatic and ambitious First Lady to her rightful place in American history. 16 pages of photos. 463 pages. S&S. Pub. at $29.99
6816444 LADY BIRD AND LYNDON: The Hidden Story of a Marriage That Made a President. By Betty Boyd Caroli. Exploring a political couple’s love affair, the author shows how the widley talented but deeply flawed Lyndon Baines Johnson ended up making an impact. Overturning the conventional story that Lady Bird’s support was protecting wildflowers, Caroli restores this pragmatic and ambitious First Lady to her rightful place in American history. 16 pages of photos. 463 pages. $35.95. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $9.95

1843143 THE HARDING AFFAIR: Love and Espionage During the Great War. By James David Robenalt. Based on over 800 pages of correspondence that had been placed in the archives of the Library of Congress in the 1960s, the author tells the previously unknown stories of Warren Harding’s personal and political life, including his passionate and politically complicated relationship with a German Jew. 396 pages. Palgrave. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00. $9.95

5908083 RONALD REAGAN: The American Presidents. By Jacob Weisberg. Provides a bracing portrait of the president who laid the groundwork for the end of the Cold War and the ideas that animated his political career, offering a fresh perspective on a complicated life and showing that there was more to this conservative icon than the usual stereotypes. SHOPWORN. 185 pages. Times Books. $15.95. $12.95

4589483 GEORGE W. BUSH: The American Presidents. By James Mann. In this assessment of one of America’s most controversial presidents, Mann sheds light on why George W. Bush made the decisions that he did, offering new psychological insight and showing how the internal debates and fissures within his administration played out in such a charged atmosphere. 185 pages. Harper. $22.95. $9.95

6921612 PROMISE ME, DAD: A Year of Hope, Hardship, and Purpose. By Joe Biden. When former Vice President Biden’s eldest son was diagnosed with a malignant brain tumor, he said to his father: “Promise me, Dad, that no matter what happens, you’re going to be all right.” This moving memoir tells the story of the year that followed, when Biden’s personal struggle intertwined with his responsibilities to the free world. SHOPWORN. 260 pages. Flatiron Books. $32.95. $14.95

6784842 THE WARS OF THE ROOSEVELTS: The Ruthless Rise of America’s Greatest Political Family. By William J. Mann. Drawing on previously hidden historical documents and interviews with the long-silent “illegitimate” branch of the family, Mann paints an unflinching, mesmerizing portrait, and groundbreaking group portrait of the legendary Roosevelt family. 32 pages of photos. 610 pages. Harper. $35.00. $10.95

6383944 INTIMATE LIFE OF ALEXANDER HAMILTON. By Allan McCabe Hamilton. Originally published in 1910. Drawn from collected original family letters and documents, Hamilton’s grandson provides a bracing portrait and a true portrait of the legendary founding father. 183 pages. Racehorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $9.95

6975062 THREE DAYS IN JANUARY: Dwight Eisenhower’s Final Mission. By Bret Baier with C. Whitney. Illuminates the extraordinary yet under appreciated presidency of Dwight Eisenhower by taking readers into Ike’s last 5 days in power. Marvelously crafted, this book reveals Eisenhower’s now prophetic farewell address and Kennedy’s inauguration as the closing act of one of modern America’s greatest. 16 pages of photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95


6964109 HUNTING FLORENCE: The Spectacular Life and Treacherous World of Alessandro de’ Medici. By Catherine Fletcher. Defined by intrigue, opulence, sexual conquest, and an endless struggle to retain power, Alessandro’s life and afterlife reveal how racial identity has played out over the centuries, and to what degree it remains in the eye of the beholder. 16 305 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $39.95. $19.95

6838988 MADISON’S GIFT: Five Partnerships That Built America. By David O. Stewart. To reach his lifelong goal of a self-governing constitutional republic, Madison blended his talents with those of his most talented contemporaries. James Madison, often overshadowed by his fellow Founders, to his proper place as the most significant framer of the new nation. 24 pages of photos. 419 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95

6975178 A VERY ENGLISH SCANDAL: Sex, Lies and a Murder Plot at the Heart of the Establishment. By John Preston. A behind the scenes look at the devastating, scandalous private life of British MP Jeremy Thorne, who stood trial for murder. This is the story of a man who, in the face of tragedy, grew more powerful and worked to create a thriller of an era, with over 80 photos. 340 pages. Other Press. Pub. at $27.95. $7.95

3906325 THE TRUE BENJAMIN FRANKLIN: Exposing the Lies Behind the Life of One of Our Greatest Founding Fathers. By Sydney George Fisher. First published in 1988. Following Franklin from his boyhood to the end of his life, the book reveals the deep human joys and tragedies of Franklin’s life, and concludes with a reexamination of his role in the American Revolution. Photos. 305 pages. $35.00. $4.95

6949773 TRUMP REVEALED: The Unauthorized Biography of the President. By M. Kranish and M. Fisher. In the wake of the most controversial and polarizing election in modern American history, the authors provide a fascinating portrait of this billionaire businessman, celebrity, and global brand who is now the president of the United States. 451 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

6840450 A DAY WITH ANTOINETTE, By Helene Delahaye. This intimate portrait, including private correspondence and personal objects, traces the life and legend of Marie from her departure for Versailles until her death. With over 200 photos, this biography reveals the rise as queen and figure of influence, to her untimely death on the guillotine scaffold. Siltcased. Well illus., most color. 224 pages. Flammarion. Import. Pub. at $34.95. $11.95

679243X KATHERINE HOWARD: The Tragic Story of Henry VIII’s Fifth Queen. By Josephine Wilkinson. The tragic story of the fifth wife of Henry VIII and cousin to the executed Anne Boleyn. She was beheaded in 1542 for crimes of adultery and treason, in one of the most publicized and scandalous trials of the Tudor age. Illus. in color. 310 pages. John Murray. Paperbound import. $6.95


2851733 FIRST FOUNDING FATHER: Richard Henry Lee and the Call to Independence. By Harlow Giles Unger. Richard Henry Lee was the first to call for independence, first to call for union, and first to call for a bill of rights to protect Americans against government tyranny. This stirring action packed story will stir readers with the revelation that Henry was the author of America’s original Declaration of Independence. Illus. 306 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00. $9.95

5721955 LEON TROTSKY: An Illustrated Introduction to the Life and Thought of the Great Communist. By Tariq Ali and Phil Evans. This book is perfect for anyone who wants to understand the life and ideas of a man who had a profound influence on the lives of people around the world. Illustrated with 300 photos. 384 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $30.00. $4.95

6952550 PRIMO LEVI’S RESISTANCE. By Sergio Luzzatto. Combining investigative skill with profound empathy, Luzzatto traces vivid portraits of both rebels and Nazi collaborators, offering a new understanding of how their fates continued to be intertwined in the postwar years. And he provides startling insight into the origins of the moral complexity that runs through Levi’s work. 350 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $17.95. $6.95

5791585 QUEEN VICTORIA: A Life of Contradictions. By Matthew Dennison. Presents a witty and accessible account of Queen Victoria’s life, exploring its story and contradictions, as well as her lasting influence. It is a compelling assessment of Victoria’s mercurial character and impact, written with the flourish and insight that this queen deserves. Illus. 189 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

6995336 THE REMARKABLE EDUCATION OF JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. By Liisa H. Young. This compelling book, by our sixth president closely examines John Quincy Adams’s international life, education, and his complicated and troubled marriage. Illus. 524 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95. $9.95

6892752 ELIZABETH: The Forgotten Years. By John Guy. Illuminating the often overlooked quarter-century during which Elizabeth struggled to assert her authority, this gripping biography, which draws on over 300 pages of previously unknown sources, tells the story of Elizabeth’s life in an age of power and nobility. It is a profound portrait of a woman who, in her youth, was a passionate and powerful queen. Illus. in color. 493 pages. Viking. Pub. at $35.00. $7.95


See more titles at erhc.com/662
5731801 THE PLAYBOY PRINCES: The Apprentice Years of Edward VII and Edward VIII. By Peter A. F. Reynolds. Offers a unique portrait of Edward VII (1841-1910), who came to the throne as Edward VIII (1894-1972) - born in different eras, but both waiting until well into middle age before ascending to the British throne. Explores how the early death of their 37-year-old father informed their respective reigns. Photos. 320 pages. Peter Owen. Paperback Import. Pub. at $25.95

6958424 CONSTANCIE: Roman Emperor, Christian Victor. By Paul Stephenson. Offers a ravished and newborn Constantine, a Christian man whose cultural and spiritual renewal of the Roman Empire gave birth to the historically crucial idea of a united Christian Europe. Explores his commitment to religious tolerance. 24 pages of illus., some color. 358 pages. Overlook. At $30.90

★★ 2820684 GEORGE VI: The Dutiful King. By Philip Ziegler. Inculcated and loathing the limelight, George VI nevertheless accepted his destiny to be in the public eye, gritted his teeth, battled his croaking stammer and got on with it, becoming the figurehead of the nation during the Second World War. This is a brilliant and touching look at the reluctant public figure and the private man. Photos. 94 pages. Penguin. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95

6840496 DEAN ACHESON: A Life in the Cold War. By Robert L. Beineker. Paints an indelible portrait of one of the key figures of the last half of the 20th century. Acheson was one of the most influential Secretaries of State in U.S. history, presiding over American foreign policy in the pivotal decade after WWII. Examines Acheson’s major achievements, including the Berlin Crisis, NATO, and the Korean War. Turning our formation as a Cold War warrior, Shopworn, 16 pages of photos. Oxford. At $35.00

★★ 6861393 WORST. PRESIDENT. EVER.: James Buchanan, the POTUS Rating Game, and the Legacy of the Lesser Presidents. By Robert Strauss. Offers an enlightening account of James Buchanan’s presidency, from his meddling in the Dred Scott Supreme Court decision to virtually inviting a half dozen states to secede from the Union, and more. Photos. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

3850170 WRESTLING WITH HIS ANGEL, VOLUME II: The Political Life of Abraham Lincoln, 1849-1856. By Sidney Blumenthal. In this second volume of Blumenthal’s comprehensive biography, Lincoln emerges from the wilderness to the peak of his career as he takes control of the nation’s most profound spiritual crisis—slavery—and enters the battle for the nations’ soul. Illus. 581 pages. S&S. At $8.95

6834633 TRUE REAGAN: What Made Ronald Reagan Great and Why It Matters. By James Rosebush. Understanding the essence of this inspiring, strong, and principled leader is critical to our future. Rosebush takes us back to the innumerable examples which he recounts from firsthand observation as Reagan’s Deputy Assistant to show us why understanding this essence matters. 16 pages of photos. Most in color. 278 pages. Center Street. At $15.95

★★ 2872996 THE PRIVATE LIFE OF VICTORIA: Queen, Empress, Mother of the Nation. By Alexander MacDonald. Headstrong and eccentric, this 18-year-old girl didn’t appear to cut out for royalty. But Victoria’s devotion to duty and her long reign would come to be seen as an outstanding example of British success. This is the story of the life and loves of a remarkable woman whose reign left an enduring and the world. Illus. 192 pages. Chaucer. At $9.95

6863364 WHEN THE WORLD SEEMED NEW: George H.W. Bush and the End of the Cold War. By Jeffrey A. Engel. Based on years of research, Engel provides a vivid account of our last great leader as he tackled the conclusion of the Cold War. End of the Cold War. 16 pages of photos. 596 pages. HMH. At $35.00

★★ 6889851 JOHN MCCAIN: American Maverick. Text by Elaine S. Sullivan. Colorfully illustrated, this engaging bio looks at the life and career of Senator John McCain from his early years to today, exploring his legacy, his impact, and his place among the ranks of the nation’s most exceptional senators. Photos. 280 pages. Sterling. At $24.95

★★ 6835818 ABE & FIDO: Lincoln’s Love of Animals and the Touching Story of His Favorite Canine Companion. By Matthew Algeo. Lincoln found himself in a very dark place in 1855. He had withdrawn from politics. He was depressed by his own station, his perceived shortcomings, the looming imminent and inevitable dissolution of his beloved country. So sometime that year, he got himself a yellow, long eared mutt that he named Fido who became a loving family pet. Illus. 166 pages. Chicago Review. At $11.95

★★★ 6882552 HARRY TRUMAN’S EXCELLENT ADVENTURE: The True Story of a Great American Road Trip. By Matthew Algeo. On June 19, 1953, Harry Truman got up early, packed the trunk of his Chrysler New Yorker, and hit the road: no secret service, no entourage, just his wife Bess. He’d hope to travel incognito, but as this chronicle of historical chronicles, his plan to blend in went wonderfully awry. Photos. 268 pages. Chicago Review. At $16.95

1835440 MATRIARCH: Queen Mary and the House of Windsor. By Anne Edwards. Drawing from a rich trove of historical records, Weir gives a long overdue and much-deserved look at this unforgettable princess whose line descends to today’s British monarch—a woman who became a towering force and leader in her own right. Photos. 497 pages. Lyons. At $19.95

5965403 MARY BOYLEN: The Mistress of Kings. By Alison Weir. Making use of extensive original sources, Weir provides revelatory insights on the ambitious Boleyn family and the likely nature of the relationship between the Boleyn sisters. With new and compelling evidence, she presents the most conclusive answer to date on the paternity of Mary’s children, long speculated to have been Henry VIII’s progeny. 16 pages of illus., most in color. 375 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

5965330 THE LADY IN THE TOWER: The Fall of Anne Boleyn. By Alison Weir. Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller


6845231 HARRY: Life, Loss, and Love. By Kate Nicholl. On the eve of his wedding comes an intimate and compelling portrait of one of the most popular members of the royal family, and reveals the inside story of the most intriguing royal romance in a decade. Interviews with friends, those who have worked with the prince, and former Palace aides. Color photos. 259 pages.

5965111 ELAINE OF AQUITAINE: Queen of the Troubadours. By Jean Markale. Chronicles the life of Eleanor (1122-1204), long noted for her political and cultural achievements that shaped 12th-century Europe. Explores the inspirational story of the huge diffusion of the Arthurian cycle and the Celtic myths. Her greatest influence was her role as the symbol of courtly love. 260 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GUARDING DIANA: Protecting the Princess Around the World</td>
<td>By Emmanuel Macron</td>
<td>Penguin</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PRUSSIAN PRINCESSES: The Sisters of Kaiser Wilhelm I</td>
<td>By John Van der Oudendyk and Richard Sylla</td>
<td>Sterling</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGHTNING</td>
<td>By Richard Conniff</td>
<td>Back Bay Books, Paperbound</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE FALL OF ATHENS</td>
<td>By William T.酸man</td>
<td>Yale University</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATASTROPHE: The Great Plague that Changed the Modern World</td>
<td>By R. W. Bullough</td>
<td>Charles Scribner’s Sons</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISABELLE OF FRANCE, THE LONELY QUEEN</td>
<td>By Rhys Swein</td>
<td>I.B. Tauris</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISABEAU OF BAVARIA</td>
<td>By Tracy Adams</td>
<td>John Hopkins University</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PATH TO THE Power</td>
<td>By Andrea Neal</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR'S LAST WAR: Theodore Roosevelt, the Great War, and a Journey of Triumph and Tragedy</td>
<td>By David Pietrusza</td>
<td>Penguin</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE NOUSIE REIGN OF Joanna I, Queen of Naples, Jerusalem, and Goldstone</td>
<td>By Norman Rose</td>
<td>Oxford University Press</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONQUEST OF ENGLAND 1016</td>
<td>By Richard Oram</td>
<td>University of California Press</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS</td>
<td>By Susan Watkins</td>
<td>H.oughton Mifflin</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGHTNINNG</td>
<td>By Richard Conniff</td>
<td>Back Bay Books, Paperbound</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE EMERSON OF ENGLAND 1841</td>
<td>By Robert Darnton</td>
<td>Oxford University Press</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE EMERSON OF ENGLAND 1841</td>
<td>By Robert Darnton</td>
<td>Oxford University Press</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE EMERSON OF ENGLAND 1841</td>
<td>By Robert Darnton</td>
<td>Oxford University Press</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE EMERSON OF ENGLAND 1841</td>
<td>By Robert Darnton</td>
<td>Oxford University Press</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PRUSSIAN PRINCESSES: The Sisters of Kaiser Wilhelm I</td>
<td>By John Van der Oudendyk and Richard Sylla</td>
<td>Sterling</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Politics criminals and revolutionaries**

- **6851548 NEMESIS: Alcibiades and the Fall of Athens.** By David Stuttard. A work of Pericles and a friend of Socrates, Alcibiades, a philosopher, was exiled, biographically handsome and charismatic, a skilled general, and a ruthless politician. He was also a serial traitor. Navigating often contradictory evidence, Stuttard provides a coherent account of a life that has gripped historians, storytellers, and artists for more than two thousand years. Illus. 380 pages. Harvard. Pub. at $29.95.

- **5830249 LIFE AND AFTERLIFE OF ISABEAU OF BAVARIA.** By Tracy Adams. After her death, Isabeau, the long-suffering wife of King Charles VI of France, was reviled as vulgar but honest, an iconoclast, anti imperial and aForeigner in a rapidly changing and divided kingdom, his passionate foreigner in a rapidly changing and divided kingdom, his passionate...

5771188 BAD FAITH: A Forgotten History of Family, Fatherland and Vichy France. By Carmen Callil. Tells the story of one of history's most despised chapters and includes Daquerri Dalpepollo, Nazi collaborator and "Commissioner for Jewish Affairs," who managed Vichy government's dirty work, "completing" his tasks as a Jew-hunting apparatus. 607 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00 $3.95


2732793 WYATT EARP: A Vigilante Life. By Andrew C. Isenberg. In popular culture, Wyatt Earp has become a beacon of rough justice in the tumultuous American West. However, Isenberg reveals that the lawman played on some myths about his character. Earp had a reputation in actuality Earp led a life of impulsive lawbreaking and shifting identities. Photos. 296 pages. Hill & Wang. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

5770084 BALLS: The Life of Eddie Trascher, Gentleman Gangster. By K. Sanz & S.M. Deitche. Chronicles the life of the gentleman gangster who stole from the Mafia, and lived to tell the story. He started his career in Vegas, moved to pre-Castro Cuba, and eventually became a professor, teaching law enforcement to the internationalized actor–the bookmaker and running the scams. 16 pages of photos. 262 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

6877370 BLACKBEARD THE PIRATE: A Reappraisal of His Life and Times. By Robert E. Lee. A fascinating and authoritative study of Blackbeard the pirate. Better known as Blackbeard, that reads like an exciting swashbuckler, Lee goes beyond the myths and the image Teach as so carefully cultivated to reveal the man. He concludes that the most interesting as a man than as a legend. Blair. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

6743870 AL CAPONE: His Life, Legacy, and Legend. By Deirdre Bair. Cuts through the mythology that surrounds the notorious gangster in history, uncovering a complex character who was flawed and cruel but also capable of startling nobility. At once intimate and authoritative, this is an account of a quintessentially American figure. Photos. 395 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

6778828 WHITE AMERICAN YOUTH: The Saga of Billy the Kid. By Walter Noble Burns. Originally published in 1926. This biography details the life of one of the most notorious outlaws of the American West. 322 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

5900284 YOUNG HITLER: The Making of the Fuhrer. By Paul Ham. By peeling back the layers of Hitler's childhood, his war record, and his early political career, Ham seeks the man behind the myth. In this comprehensive study, he seeks to answer the question: was Hitler's rise to power an extreme example of a recurring type of demagogue–a politician who will do anything to seize power and who thrives on chaos? Photos. 308 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

667766 JOHN WILKES BOOTH AND THE WOMEN WHO LOVED HIM. By E. Lawrence Abel. Explores what really moved this oddball actor, the popular culture. Wyeth offers a biography of Booth's--the man behind the myth. Photos. 454 pages. Regency. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95


6639236 JULIUS CAESAR: A Life. By Patricia Southern. In this new appraisal of his life, Southern sheds light on the man behind the legend. Part historical figure and part legend, Cleopatra, the ruler of Egypt, is the key individual. This study includes brilliant politician, a successful general, and an accomplished psychologist. 16 pages of illus., some color. 320 pages. Amberley. Import. Pub. at $27.95 $22.95

6743269 HITLER: Ascent, 1889-1939. By Volker Ullrich. For decades the world has sought the man behind the myth. In this comprehensive study, he seeks to answer the question: was Hitler's rise to power an extreme example of a recurring type of demagogue–a politician who will do anything to seize power and who thrives on chaos? Photos. 308 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95
**8686921 FRANCO: Anatomy of a Dictator.** By Enrique Moradiellos. Examines the dictatorship as well as the dictator and, in doing so, reveals new aspects to our understanding of General Franco, the Caudillo. Illus. 246 pages. I.B. Tauris. Import. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

**6897452 HITLER’S INSANITY: A Conspiracy of Silence.** By Andrew Norman. Drawing on his medical background, Norman explores Hitler’s childhood, his experiences of loss, and his meteoric rise to power, in an effort to determine to what extent his ailments—both physical and mental—ultimately contributed both to his decline and to his death. 16 pages of photos. 272 pages. Fonthill. Import. Pub. at $35.00 $21.95


**8752330 BECOMING HITLER: The Making of a Nazi.** By Thomas Weber. A narrative biography of Hitler compiled from primary sources, Robinson’s riveting account tells the story of Michael Faraday, his upbringing and subsequent development, revealing the fallibility of a titan of modern thinkers. 321 pages. Yale. Pub. at $36.00 $19.95

**6909644 EINSTEIN’S GREATEST MISTAKE: A Biography.** By Victor Stenger. From Einstein’s early years in Germany to his time in London and his apprenticeship at the Royal Institution under the supervision of the flamboyant Maxwell, Stenger traces the story of Faraday’s early life of Michael Faraday, his upbringing and his contributions to the development of electromagnetism. Photos. 406 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95


**6795444 EINSTEIN AT HOME.** By Friedrich Hoheisel. In this unique treatment, Hoheisel’s interviews with Albert Einstein’s family housekeeper. The result is an intriguing account of the private life of one of history’s most revered scientists, showcasing an insight into this complex and rich 20th-century figure. 16 pages of photos. 204 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

**6901050 THE CLOSE ENCOUNTERS MOVIE: How John Carpenter Made the World Believe in UFOs.** By Mark O’Connell. Reveals for the first time how Hynek’s work both as a celebrated astronomer and as the U.S. Air Force’s go to UFO expert for nearly twenty years strongly influenced the public interpretation of the French Revolution and the most important figures of the Middle Ages and the leaders of the 20th century. A political activist and a beloved lecturer, Zinn blazed a bold path into the public consciousness as a “people’s historian” who himself made history, changing forever the way we think about our past. 16 pages of photos. 290 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $9.95

**6943727 MEISTER ECKHART: Photographer of the Soul.** By Kurt Weiser. This fascinating study that makes a powerful case for Eckhart’s position as an important philosopher of the time rather than a mystic and casts a new light on the theological development and intellectual climate of his uncles whose ideas attracted considerable attention from modern thinkers. 321 pages. Yale. Pub. at $36.00 $19.95

**7651481 RACING FOR THE BOMB: The True Story of Leslie R. Groves, the Man Behind the Birth of the Atomic Age.** By Barbara J. Harris. Biographer of Groves, a career officer in the Army Corps of Engineers, After overseeing hundreds of military construction projects—including the Manhattan Project—Groves was given the job in September 1942 of building the atomic bomb. This is the telling history of the Manhattan Project. 24 pages of photos. 722 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95


**6009232 EXILE ON FRONT STREET: My Life as a Hells Angel...and Beyond.** By George Christie. 16 pages of photos, some color. 257 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

**5965284 JESSE JAMES: Last Rebel of the Civil War.** By Stephen Kotkin. 32 pages of photos. 422 pages. Basic. Pub. at $35.00 $16.95

**6684073 NOBLE SAVAGES: My Life Among Two Dangerous Tribes—the Yanomamo and the Anthropologists.** By Napoleon A. Chagnon. A remarkable memoir of a life dedicated to science and a revealing account of the clash between science and political activism. Photos. 531 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $9.95

**596704X THE WRIGHT BROTHERS.** By David McCullough. Drawing on the immense riches of primary sources, including personal diaries, notebooks, and more than 1,000 letters of private family correspondence, McCullough tells the human side of a profoundly American story—the tale of two brothers who taught the world to fly. SHOPWORN. 48 pages of photos. 320 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

**6764509 STRUCK BY GENIUS: How a Brain Injury Made Me a Mathematical Marvel.** By Jason Padgett. McCullough tells the human side of a profoundly American story—the tale of two brothers who taught the world to fly. SHOPWORN. 48 pages of photos. 320 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

**2725126 CRACKING THE EGYPTIAN CODE: The Revolutionary Life of Jean-Francois Champollion.** By Andrew Robinson. Despite the efforts of some of Europe’s most intelligent scholars, the French academic Rosetta Stone, it was an impoverished, arrogant and brilliant child of the French Revolution who made the vital breakthrough. This full-blooded account brings his story to life. 180 pages. Quill Driver. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6866388 THE MAN WHO DECEPHERED LINEAR B: The Story of Michael Ventris.** By Andrew Robinson. Based on unpublished letters, interviews with survivors, and other primary sources, Ventris’s riveting account takes the reader through the life of an intriguing and contradictory man, and how he broke the code of the ancient writing known as Linear B. 140 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

**6865194 MICHAEL FARADAY AND THE ELECTRICAL CENTURY.** By Iwan Rhys Morus. Tells the story of Michael Faraday, his upbringing in London and his apprenticeship at the Royal Institution under the supervision of the famous chemist, Sir Humphry Davy, and what Faraday’s role was in the science of electricity during Victorian times. Illus. 229 pages. Icon Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

**6721109 HOWARD ZINN: A Life on the Left.** By Martin Duberman. Brings vividly to life one of the most admired left-wing voices of the twentieth century. A political activist and a beloved lecturer, Zinn blazed a bold path into the public consciousness as a “people’s historian” who himself made history, changing forever the way we think about our past. 16 pages of photos. 365 pages. New Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/662
The Pope of Physics: Enrico Fermi and the Birth of the Atomic Age. By Michael Seitz. Illustrated as the Inspire of radio, robots, and even radar, Tesla has been called the patron saint of modern electricity. Based on original material and previously unpublished documents, this biography of the man considered by many to be the founding father of modern electronic technology, 16 pages of photographs, 542 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

8680991 “SURELY YOU’RE JOKING, MR. FEYNMAN!” Adventures of a Curious Character. By Richard P. Feynman. In this lively work, Feynman recounts his experiences tracing the line between chaos and order, and cracking the uncrackable safes guarding the most deeply held nuclear secrets. In his stories, his life shines through in all its eccentric glory—a mixture of high intelligence, unlimited curiosity, and raging chutzpah. 397 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

8680107 THE MAN WHO SAW THE FUTURE. By Catherine Blackledge. A spellbinding tale of prophecy, power and politics, this book tells the fascinating story of the 17thcentury revolutionary astrologer William Lilly and how his celestial forecasts of the future changed the course of the English Civil War, and his attempt to silence him. 230 pages. Watkins. Import. Pub. at $24.95

6576540 THE POPE OF PHYSICS: Enrico Fermi and the Birth of the Atomic Age. By G. Segre & B. Herzl. Enrico Fermi, one of world’s great physicists, made discoveries that changed our world; they led to weapons of mass destruction and conversely to life-saving medical interventions. Fleeting Fascism and anti-Semitism, Fermi became a leading figure in America’s most deeply held nuclear secrets. In his life stories, his life shines through in all its eccentric glory—a mixture of high intelligence, unlimited curiosity, and raging chutzpah. 397 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

6909955 FRANK JULIAN SPRAGUE: Electrical Engineer & Inventor. By William D. & William D. Huntington. A gripping biography of one of America’s great minds, a top physicist, a brilliant technological innovator, and a trusted adviser of presidents for nearly 60 years. A story about the passion of men who brought technology to modern technology are innovations we now take for granted. The world is a more interesting and safer place because of his many accomplishments. 16 pages of photos. 308 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $25.00

6998288 ISAAC NEWTON: The Asshole Who Reinvented the Universe. By Florian Fisterstorfer. In this colorful profile of the great man, watts and all, Fisterstorfer, an observant and engaging job in his 30s or 40s, is a very difficult man—an asshole, SOB, and an abrasive egomaniac—and why this is an inescapable assessment. 224 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $24.00

7574196 WIZARD: The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla—Biography of a Genius. By Mark Seltzer. Illustrated as the Inspire of radio, robots, and even radar, Tesla has been called the patron saint of modern electricity. Based on original material and previously unpublished documents, this biography of the man considered by many to be the founding father of modern electronic technology, 16 pages of photographs, 542 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

5856973 TESLA FOR BEGINNERS. By Robert I. Sutherland-Cohen. Master of invention Nikola Tesla, possessed of a prodigious memory and deep-seated phobias, has left a vast and intriguing legacy. He was a celebrated mathematician, electrical engineer, writer of verse, and an extensively published author. His nearly 300 patents resulted in an astonishing array of contributions. Hardcover. By John Wiley & Sons. Pub. at $15.95

8682797 THE INKBLOTS: Hermann Rorschach, His Iconic Test, and the Power of Seeing. By Damian Searls. In 1917 Hermann Rorschach devised an experiment to probe the true self that is still relevant today. In this first-ever biography of Rorschach and his remarkably enduring test, the author draws on unpublished letters and documents and previously unknown interviews to tell a story that is full of new discoveries. 406 pages. Broadway. Pub. at $17.00


2804719 ENDURANCE: My Year in Space, a Lifetime of Discovery. By Scott Kelly. The American record holder for consecutive days spent in space takes us inside a sphere utterly hostile to human life. Kelly’s humanity,compare, humor, and passion resonate throughout his personal story, as he recalls his rough and tumble New Jersey childhood and the youthful inspiration that sparked his astounding career. 24 pages of color photos. 447 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

694308X EINSTEIN: The Man, the Genius, and the Theory of Relativity. By Walter Isaacson. This fascinating work re-creates in vivid detail the science, from his early years and experiments in Germany and his work at the Swiss Patent Office, to his marriages and children, as well as his role in the development of the atomic bomb and his work for civil rights groups in the United States. Well illus., many in color. 160 pages. Andre Deutsch. Import. Pub. at $29.95

6987886 EINSTEIN: His Life and Universe. By Walter Isaacson. Isaacson shows how Einstein, scientific luminosity sprang from the rebellious nature of his personality. He explores how an imaginative, impatient patent clerk—a struggling father in a difficult marriage—who could make a 25-year-old job in physics turn 20 years—was his dedication to science. With a doctorate—became the mind reader of the cosmos, the cosmos, and the mysteries of the universe. 16 pages of photos. 675 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

2782294 DR. BENJAMIN RUSH: The Founding Father Who Healed a Wounded Nation. By John Willard. A gripping biography of one often starting biography of the Founding Father of America that other Founding Fathers forgot, a America of women, African Americans, Catholics, Quakers, in indentured workers, the poor, the mentally ill, and war veterans. Restores Benjamin Rush as the Founding Father of modern American medical care and psychiatry. 300 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $21.95

5856973 TESLA FOR BEGINNERS. By Robert I. Sutherland-Cohen. Master of invention Nikola Tesla, possessed of a prodigious memory and deep-seated phobias, has left a vast and intriguing legacy. He was a celebrated mathematician, electrical engineer, writer of verse, and an extensively published author. His nearly 300 patents resulted in an astonishing array of contributions. Hardcover. By John Wiley & Sons. Pub. at $15.95

8682797 THE INKBLOTS: Hermann Rorschach, His Iconic Test, and the Power of Seeing. By Damian Searls. In 1917 Hermann Rorschach devised an experiment to probe the true self that is still relevant today. In this first-ever biography of Rorschach and his remarkably enduring test, the author draws on unpublished letters and documents and previously unknown interviews to tell a story that is full of new discoveries. 406 pages. Broadway. Pub. at $17.00
678555 CONFEDE RATE BUSHWHACKER: Mark Twain in the Shadow of the Civil War. By Jerome Loving. Offers a micro-biography set in the most important and pivotal year in the life of its subject. Intertwoven throughout are the headlines and crises of 1885: black lynchings, Indian uprisings, anti-Chinese violence, labor unrest, and the death of Grant. 243 pages. UNP. Pub. at $27.95. $6.95

691029 HANNAH ARENDT: A Life in Dark Times. By Anne C. Heller. This fast-paced biography, Heller tracks the source of Arendt’s apparent contradictions and offers a compelling and fully authenticated portrait of one of the great humorist. 224 pages. HMH. Pub. at $27.00. $4.95

2786613 HOW NOT TO GET RICH: The Financial Misadventures of Mark Twain. By Alan Pell Crawford. Offers an uproarious account of how Mark Twain’s endless attempts to strike it rich and empty his pockets. From his failed mining firm to his investments in a range of failed inventions, it gives us a hilarious and refreshing new understanding about America’s transformation and healing powers of knitting. These personal stories by award winning writers celebrate the moments of love, survival in the rhythm, and pleasure of knitting. Writers include Laura Lippman; Jodi Picoult; Bill Boorbach; Lily King; and more. 260 pages. Norton. Pub. at $25.95. $6.95

695218 MY LOVELY WIFE IN THE PSYCHIATRIC WARD: A Memoir. By Mark Laid, PhD. Laid’s autobiography: a rhythms of his wife’s mental illness is anchored by an abiding devotion to his family. This exploration of the fragility of the mind and the tenacity of the human spirit is above all a love story that raises profound questions: how do we care for the people most important to us? What and whom do we live for? 305 pages. Wordsworth. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

693689X WASHINGTON IRVING: The Definitive Biography of America’s First Bestselling Author. By Brian Jay Jones. Born in 1783 and the first American writer to live by his pen, Irving was also the first to have an international reputation, and he gave his fledging nation her very own distinct literature. A biography of the man and his writing. 468 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $4.95

2799553 EXPECT GREAT THINGS: The Life and Search of Henry David Thoreau. By Kevin Dann. Critical and authoritatively captures Thoreau’s spirit: an intellectually wild and intellectually keen sense of the mystical, mythical, and supernatural. As one of modern history’s most important spiritual visionaries, Dau in has captured the full arc of Thoreau’s life as a mystic, spiritual seeker, and explorer in transcendental realms. 387 pages. Tarcher/Perigee. Pub. at $30.00. $6.95

691778X THE BLASPHEMER: The Price I Paid for Rejecting Islam. By Waleed al-Husseini. An account of how the author was tortured and suffered innumerable indignities and deprivations simply for having the audacity to speak his mind. This is a searing, impassioned recounting of this Kafkaesque experience as well as a searing polemic against the corruption and hypocrisy that define contemporary Palestine. 147 pages. Persuasion. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

677592 NABOKOV IN AMERICA: On the Road to Lolita. By Robert Roper. Vladimir Nabokov, who came to America to escape the Nazis, grew to think of his time here as the richest of his life. The heart of this story is the writing of Nabokov’s masterpiece: Lolita, the novel he wrote her first novel; and finally to her famous beloved mansion Menabah which was the model for “Manderley” in Rebecca. Photos. 340 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $7.95

6936148 AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF JACK LONDON: Ed. by Stephen Brennan. Tells the full story of Jack London, author of the well-known and well-loved stories of White Fang, The Call of the Wild, and The Sea Wolf. This is a revealing portrait of the man in his own words. The first complete biography of this unique American literary icon. Photos. 435 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95

6879002 SHIRLEY JACKSON: A Rather Haunted Life. By Ruth Franklin. Based on a wealth of previously undiscovered correspondence and interviews of new interviews, this account, is an exploration of Jackson’s astonishing talent shaped by a damaging childhood and a turbulent marriage, it presents the first biography of a generational avatar and an American literary giant. Illus. 608 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $35.00. $9.95

6663334 WILLIAM FAULKNER: Overlook Illustrated Lives. By M. Thomas Inge. Faulkner’s novels and short stories comprise a penetrating view of the divided loyalties, hypocracies, injustices, and brutalities that were the inheritance of the post-Reconstruction South. This volume is an inviting introduction to this master of modern fiction. Well illus., many in color. 104 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

6974740 KNOTTING PEARLS: Writers Writing About Knitting. Ed. by Ann Hood. Twenty-four writers celebrate the beauty of the craft and the power of knitting. 273 pages. Counterpoint. Pub. at $29.95. $4.95

6993957 THE LIFE AND TIMES OF RICHARD BRAUTIGAN. By Mark Slouka. This is the first major biography of the author who saw himself as a literary spy in a world where politics and explains Fast’s attraction to public life, from a Jewish New York street kid sixteen-year-old at finishing school in Paris; Maurier’s life in vivid detail, from a shy, poor Victorian upper-class schoolgirl; and more. 260 pages. Norton. Pub. at $24.95. $6.95

6870009 UPDIKE, By Adam Begley. In this eye-opening, authoritative biography, Begley offers a captivating portrait of John Updike, the author who saw himself as a literary spy in a world where politics and explains Fast’s attraction to public life, from a Jewish New York street kid sixteen-year-old at finishing school in Paris; Maurier’s life in vivid detail, from a shy, poor Victorian upper-class schoolgirl; and more. 260 pages. Norton. Pub. at $24.95. $6.95

6952615 YOU ARE A COMPLETE DISAPPOINTMENT. By Mike Edison. The hilarious, yet deeply heartbreaking story of a dysfunctional father-son relationship that begins with a child’s need for love and acceptance and continues through years of displacement, bullying, and unfounded competition from a father threatened by his son’s happiness and libertine spirit. 260 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. $6.95

59467X THE OWL WHO LIKED SITTING ON A CAKE. By Martin Winrow. While recovering in his London High-rise from a skydiving accident, the British military historian wishes for the company of a pet. Here, a rare 15-year relationship begins. Photos. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $4.95

682145 THE LIFE OF SAMUEL JOHNSON. By James Boswell. The text of this first edition biography, 1791 edition biography. Boswell, (1740-1795), drew Johnson out as no-one else could during his interviews, and although most of the material was twenty years of his life, Boswell’s skill in constructing the early years is remarkable. 997 pages. Paperback Import. $5.95

7675690 SOME SORT OF GENIUS: A Life of Wyndham Lewis. By Paul O’Keefe. Painter, poet, socialist, pamphleteer, and critic, Lewis’ multifarious activities defy easy categorization. Explore an unparalleled portrait that does justice to Lewis’ complex life and introduce the reader to one of the most compelling and misunderstood figures of twentieth century. Counterpoint. Pub. at $35.00. $5.95

2791749 JUBILEE HITCHHIKER: The Life and Times of Richard Brautigan. By William Hjortsberg. Attempting to uncover Brautigan as a man, the author seeks to connect the writer known to his fans with the man who ended his life so abruptly in 1985. Part biography and part memoir, Hjortsberg etches the portrait of a man destroyed by his demons and his genius. 16 pages of photos. 852 pages. Counterpoint. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95

7669828 DAWN AND THE DARKEST HOUR: A Study of Aldous Huxley. By George Woodcock. Explores the famously complex life and career of Huxley. It is a fast-paced, clear biography, provides a window into his life and character, and one that shows an intellectual continually striving for knowledge of all kinds be it intuitive, scientific, or personal. 247 pages. WaterBrook. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99. $16.95

6812678 A PRAIRIE GIRL’S FAITH: The Spiritual Legacy of Laura Ingalls Wilder. By Ruth Franklin. Based on a wealth of previously undiscovered correspondence and interviews, this account, is an exploration of Jackson’s astonishing talent shaped by a damaging childhood and a turbulent marriage, it presents the first biography of a generational avatar and an American literary giant. Illus. 608 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $35.00. $9.95

6823335 JACK LONDON ON ADVENTURE: Words of Wisdom from an Expert Adventurer. With quotes from the full array of London’s writings, readers will get a sense of the real man as well as a keen yearning to undertake their own adventures. “You can’t wait for inspiration. You have to go after it with a club” wrote London. 126 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.99. $3.96
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3682927 CHARLES DARWIN: Destroyer of Myths. By Andrew Norman. Presents a nuanced but negative reappraisal of Darwin’s early life, at the influences that shaped him during his university years, and at the formative effect of the famous voyage to the Galapagos. This biographical portrait questions orthodox views on how the world was created and how humans evolved. Photos. 316 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

6508923 THE STRANGE CASE OF DR. DOLITTLE. By Margaret F. A. Mayhew. By Daniel & Eugene Friedman. In the spring of 1905, Arthur Conan Doyle joined an exclusive club of crime enthusiasts that were taken on an excursion through Whitechapel, one of London’s most notorious districts. Here the authors explore Doyle’s fascination with the Jack the Ripper case and expose the similarities of these two strange men. Book Club Edition. 339 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $1.99 $9.95


6933505 CURSED LEGACY: The Tragic Life of Klaus Mann. By Frederic Spottes. Novelist, playwright, essayist and journalist, Klaus Mann, was one of the most provocative German writers of the last century. This biography tells the story of a talent destroyed by personal circumstances and the events of the twentieth century. Photos. 338 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00 $6.95

6803703 FAMILY HISTORY OF FEAR. By Agata Tuszyńska. One of Poland’s most admired poets and cultural historians writes of the stories she heard from her mother about her secret past. Reexamines the life and work of her writer/translator mother, and the heir of Lilian Hellman, with whom he conducted a thirty year affair, and reexamines the life and works of the writer whom Raymond Chandler called “the new perfectionist.” Photos. 236 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95


691084X ELIZABETH BISHOP: A Miracle for Breakfast. By Megan Marshall. Offers the real and the reclusive glimpse of the ways poetry and biography, subject and biographer, are entwined. Marshall captures the enduring magic of Bishop’s creative achievement—a much darker childhood than has been known, a secret affair, and the last chapter of Bishop’s romance with the Brazilian modernist designer Lota de Macedo Soares. Photos. 366 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95


6913202 WHAT SO PROUDLY WE HAILED: Archibald & J.J. Brattin. The story of Dickens’s North American travels in the nineteenth century. From the mills of Lowell to the Blind Mans. As a young reporter, Dickens observed Chapters an alternate vision of America that influenced his future writings, while the deep and lasting friendships he formed with Bostonians gave him enduring ties to the commonwealth. Illus. 234 pages. Palgrave. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

5057826 TOCQUEVILLE AND HIS AMERICA. By Daniel & Eugene Friedman. In the spring of 1905, Arthur Conan Doyle joined an exclusive club of crime enthusiasts that were taken on an excursion through Whitechapel, one of London’s most notorious districts. Here the authors explore Doyle’s fascination with the Jack the Ripper case and expose the similarities of these two strange men. Book Club Edition. 339 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $1.99 $9.95

6830730 DASHIELL HAMMETT: Man of Mystery. By Sally Cline. In this compact volume, Cline uses fresh research, including interviews with Hammett’s family and the heir of Lilian Hellman, with whom he conducted a thirty year affair, and reexamines the life and works of the writer whom Raymond Chandler called “the new perfectionist.” Photos. 236 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

6909569 THE BROTHERS VONNEGUT. By Ginger Strand. Melding biography and cultural history, Strand uses a wealth of research to tell the fascinating story of Kurt and Bernard Vonnegut—two ambitious men wrestling with the ethical dilemmas of their age—and reveal how the desire to control the natural world shaped one of our most inventive novelists. Photos. 353 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

7560370 TOCQUEVILLE AND HIS AMERICA: A Darker Horizon. By Arlene Kardish. Offers a new conceptualization of biography, character study, and wide-ranging analysis of Toceville’s Democracy in America, bringing new light to that classic work. Kardish explores Toceville’s life and the meaning of his writings, leading to a new understanding of his view of democratic culture. 440 pages. Yale. Pub. at $65.00 $17.95

6909658 THE LIFE OF KLAUS MANN. By John Grisham offered to help him realize that dream. Tony jumped at the chance to work with his friend and neighbor. Little did he know, he would be in for a long and wild ride. Here Tony shares the highs and lows of that two-year experience. 196 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

6756338 DIMESTORE: A Writer’s Life. By Lee Smith. Smith has created both a moving analysis of the editor in both the professional and personal domains. Berg tells of Perkins’s stormy marriages, enduring eccentrics, and secret 25-year friendship with Thomas Mann, and of his intensely intimate relationships with the leading literary lights of the 20th century, 16 pages of photos. 496 pages. New American Library. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $3.95
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5865042 MAX PERKINS: Editor of Genius. By A. Scott Berg. The talents he nurtured were known worldwide: F. Scott Fitzgerald, Ernest Hemingway, Steinbeck, and many others. But Max Perkins remained a mystery, a backstage presence who served these authors not only as editor, but also as confidant, therapist, psychoanalyst, father-confessor, and friend. Berkeley. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

45624X THE MOKINGBIRD NEXT DOOR: Life with Harper Lee. By Marja Mills. For some 50 years Harper Lee, known to her friends as Nelle, has said almost nothing on the record. But in 2001, the Lee sisters opened their door to Chicago Tribune journalist Marja Mills. It was the beginning of a long conversation—and a wonderful friendship. Here, Mills welcomes us into that friendship, offering a portrait of one of literature’s most secretive figures. Photos. 276 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

456264X THE MOKINGBIRD NEXT DOOR: Life with Harper Lee. By Marja Mills. For some 50 years Harper Lee, known to her friends as Nelle, has said almost nothing on the record. But in 2001, the Lee sisters opened their door to Chicago Tribune journalist Marja Mills. It was the beginning of a long conversation—and a wonderful friendship. Here, Mills welcomes us into that friendship, offering a portrait of one of literature’s most secretive figures. Photos. 276 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

592627 THE FAITH OF CHRISTOPHER HITCHENS: The Restless Soul of the World’s Most Notorious Atheist. By Larry Tye. With the passing of Christopher Hitchens, the world lost its most notorious atheist. In the years before his death from cancer, Christopher Hitchens revealed his intimate conversations with Hitchens and the questions that followed a seemingly convinced atheist until the day he died. 201 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

5772410 JOHN LE CARRE: The Biography. By Adam Sisman. A master of weaving fiction with fact, legendary spy novelist John le Carré creates complex protagonists who expose tantalizing glimpses into the author’s own character. But the reality is that David Cornwell, the man behind the celebrated pseudonym, has remained enigmatic for more than half a century. The curtain is finally pulled back in this definitive biography. 32 pages of photos. 652 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $34.00 $21.95

5729888 HEMINGWAY IN HIS OWN: The Story. By A.E. Hotchner. Presents Hemingway’s deeply reflective account of his destructive Paris affair and how it affected the legendary life of an often troubled literary persona. Reveals how, shortly before he took his own life in 1961, to his diaries that span 1959 to 1963, years in which Davies experienced both daunting failure and unexpected success. 16 pages of photos. 382 pages. McClelland & Stewart. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

6984696 IN SEARCH OF ANNE BRONTE. By Nick Holland. The brilliance of her two novels—Agnes Grey and The Tenant of Wildfell Hall—and her poetry belies the quiet, yet courageous girl who often lived in the shadows of her sisters. This revealing new biography opens Anne’s most private life to a new audience and shows the true nature of her relationships with her siblings. Illus. 288 pages. Hyperion. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

5724462 OVERSEVEN. By P.G. Wodehouse. Presenting himself as a traditional writer whose life is rich and eventful as his novels. 16 pages of photos, some color. 333 pages. Zaffre. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

5962356 A CELTIC TEMPERAMENT: Robertson Davies as Critic. Ed. by J. Summerville & P. Derry. This versative and prolific writer was an actor, journalist, playwright, essayist, Founding Member of Massey College and one of Canada’s greatest novelists. He was also an indefatigable investigator leading up to the 1963 biography. Edwards tells the real story of Margaret Mitchell and the extraordinary novel that has become part of our heritage. 16 pages of photos. 369 pages. Taylor Trade. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

5946065 ROBERT A. HEINLEIN IN DIALOGUE WITH HIS CENTURY, VOLUME 2: 1948-1988: The Man Who Learned Better. By William H. Patterson, Jr. This second volume of Heinlein’s comprehensive biography, chronicles Heinlein at the height of his career, and the social forces leading up to the end of his extraordinary life. Much information here has never been known about Heinlein outside of a small circle of his intimate friends. 16 pages of photos. 671 pages. Yale. Paperbound. $5.95

456818 MARK TWAIN’S AMERICA: A Celebration in Words and Images. By Harry L. Katz et al. Focusing on the years 1850 to 1910, this lavishly illustrated volume pays tribute to Mark Twain’s life and his enduring legacy. Rare images, photographs, popular prints; a lively narrative history; and numerous excerpts from Twain’s own writing. 236 pages. Little, Brown. $4.95

5617727 HEMINGWAY AND BIMINI. By Arthur & Barbara Gelb. From 1930 to 1937, Hemingway’s exploits on the Bahamian island of Bimini from 1930 to 1937. We learn of Hemingway’s under-appreciated seminal writing about competitive saltwater angling when he was still in his infancy, the amazing fishing he enjoyed, and the way all of these experiences translated into the composition of his novel Islands in the Stream. Well illus. 260 pages. Pineapple Press. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

5639124 BEATRICE POTTER’S GARDENING LIFE: The Plants and Places That Inspired the Classic Children’s Tales. By Margot McDowell. Explores Potter’s love of gardening and plants and shows how this passion came to be reflected in her work. Filled with quotations from her books, letters, and journals, this is an essential reading for all who know and cherish her classic tales. Well illus., most in color. 340 pages. Timber. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

278100X THE WORLD OF LAURA INGALLS WILDER: The Frontier Landscapes That Inspired the Little House Books. By Mary Downey. In the tradition of biographical treatment of this beloved author, Downey offers a deep connection with the natural world. McDowell shares intimate details about the pioneer writer. Along with historic photos of the family, excerpts from books, letters, and journals bring to light Wilder’s nurturing of pets, animals, and environments at the heart of her world. Well illus., many in color. 396 pages. Timber. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95

528110X BEHIND THE MASK: The Life of Vita Sackville-West. By Matthew Dennison. Traces the contradictions and triumphs of Vita Sackville-West’s extraordinary life in a portrait of an often troubled literary persona. Reveals how, from her privileged world of the aristocracy, she brought her penchant for costume, painting, and rebellion to the artistic vanguard of modern Britain. 16 pages of photos. 364 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

5879209 OVER THE HILLS AND FAR AWAY: The Life of Beatrix Potter. By Matthew Dennison. Traces the dramatic narrative charts Potter’s transformation from a young girl with a love of animals and fairy tales into a bestselling author and career woman-writer. In the Victorian era in which she grew up. Includes photographs of Potter’s life as well as her own illustrations. 262 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

6592430 BEHIND THE MASK: The Life of Vita Sackville-West. By Matthew Dennison. Traces the triumph and contradictions of Vita Sackville-West’s extraordinary life in a portrait of an often troubled literary persona. Reveals how, from her privileged world of the aristocracy, she brought her penchant for costume, painting, and rebellion to the artistic vanguard of modern Britain. 16 pages of photos. 364 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95
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5956250 BOGIE & BACALL: Love Lessons from a Legendary Romance. By Cindy De La Hoz. Featuring rare moments onscreen and off, coupled with fascinating facts from their legendary romance, grant us intimate glimpses at one of Hollywood’s most memorable relationships: Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall. Running Press. Pub. at $15.00  
4.95

**5950588 THE GIRL ON THE BALCONY: Stewart Granger's Life, Love & Loss. By Stewart Granger. With Alexander Martin. Oliviya Hussey became one of his most famous faces in the world, immortalized as the definitive Juliet in Zeffirelli’s Romeo and Juliet. Get to know this adventurous, oftentimes comic, and poignant reality behind the glamorous star through letters, comics, and private images. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $28.00  
11.95

2089714 AWA: A Life in Movies. By K. Bean & A. Uzorowick. From the backwoods of North Carolina to the MGM back lot to the Rome of La Dolce Vita, this beautiful volume reveals the short, yet lifelong journey of Ava Gardner, a life lived to the fullest. Kinlady Press. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $30.00  
11.95

4621816 A FINE ROMANCE. By Candice Bergen. Bergen’s memoir begins with a humorous account of the birth of her daughter, then proceeds to a more linear fashion. She intersperses her narrative with the letters she exchanged with her husband, Louis Malle, and others. An honest recounting of an interesting life, filled with tales of the film industry and the Hollywood world. Ultimately tragic Hollywood saga. 192 pages. Chartwell. 10¼x10¾. Pub. at $21.95  
5.95

689706 CESAR MILLAN’S LESSONS FROM THE PACK. With Melissa Jo Peltier. Through eight remarkable dogs Millan takes us on an emotional journey through his life, highlighting lessons he’s learned from his pack along the way. This book is an ode to the amazing and loveable Stanley. Millan shares the fascinating story of a key figure in the history of comedy. Photos. 234 pages. National Geographic. 10¼x10¾. Pub. at $12.95  
5.95

8.95

6.95

5751464 CHAPLIN: A Life. By Stephen Weissman. An authoritative new biography of the greatest cinematic comedian of all time, tracing Chaplin’s life and the sources of his genius in fascinating detail. Contextualizes and analyzes both his politics and his screen performances, drawing on such diverse sources as interviews, letters, and more. 350 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  
4.95

6932908 THE LIFE OF P. T. BARNUM. In this account of his life and work, written by the man himself, Barnum creates an aura of excitement about himself and his enduring fame, confirming his reputation as the greatest impresario of all time and revealing the controversial decisions that brought him his fortune. 350 pages. William Collins. Paperback import.  
6.95

5906121 SINATRA: Behind the Legend. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. Pulls back the curtain on the private life of one of the 20th century’s most brilliant and enigmatic entertainers. This revised edition features a revised narrative and newly available interviews and photos, resulting in a broad, comprehensive work that brings to life only a fraction of photos. 588 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99  
6.95

6609398 THEN & NOW: A Memoir. By Barbara Cook with T. Santopietro. Cook candidly and poignantly describes her personal and legendary relationships she shared with many of the key theatrical figures from a golden era, New York in the 1950s. Full of fascinating, never before told tales and deep insights, this is a story about living a life well-lived and being among the great. 288 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $16.95  
13.95

2810506 I’LL BE BACK RIGHT AFTER THIS: My Memoir. By Pat O’Brien. The sporting great and host of Access Hollywood, and The Insomniac, shares his emotive and honest memoir that pulls the curtain back on celebrity-entertainment coverage. He reveals the highs and lows of a life spent sharing the world with the wonderful and famous while battling his own scandals and demons. 16 most color. 368 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $17.00  
4.95

2812747 CLAUDE RAINES: An Actor’s Voice. By David J. Shal with introduction by James C. Naremore. An actor as his voice reveals an actor as a person with some of most brilliant and enigmatic entertainers. This revised edition features a revised narrative and newly available interviews and photos, resulting in a broad, comprehensive work that brings to life only a fraction of photos. 588 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99  
6.95

2618454 A LIFE IN PARTS. By Bryan Cranston. In his riveting memoir, Cranston maps his zigzag journey from abandoned son to beloved star by recalling the many odd parts he’s played in real life. He also chronicles his evolution on camera from soap opera player trying to master the rules of show business to legendary character actor turning in classic performances. Photos. 274 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00.  
5.95

5965171 A LIFE IN PARTS. By Bryan Cranston. In his riveting memoir, Cranston maps his zigzag journey from abandoned son to beloved star by recalling the many odd parts he’s played in real life. He also chronicles his evolution on camera from soap opera player trying to master the rules of show business to legendary character actor turning in classic performances. Photos. 274 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00.  
5.95

2610185 BRUCE LEE: LETTERS OF THE 1950s-1973. By C. David Lee. Correspondence, Ed. by John Little. The letters in this inspiring collection track Bruce Lee’s career and development. After absorbing this book, the reader will inextricably find that the private Bruce Lee was every bit as great as the public Bruce Lee, and deeper and broader by far. Illus. 190 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95  
8.95

6860002 BEFORE I FORGET: Love, Hope, Help, and Acceptance in Our Fight Against Alzheimer’s. By B. Smith & D. Gasby. Part memoir and part caregiver’s guide, this story is crafted in short chapters that intertwine their narrative with practical and helpful advice. But most of all, this is a love story, illuminating a love of family, life, and hope. 519 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  
11.95

CD 680721X MAGGIE SMITH: A Biography. By Michael Coveney. Read by Sian Thomas. No one does glamour, severity, girlish charm, or light lipped witticism better than Dame Maggie Smith. Now we have a new study of the nation’s best loved stage actors. This new biography shines the stage lights on the life and work of a truly remarkable performer, one whose career spans six decades. Fourteen hours on 11 CDs. SCHWORON. Macmillan. Pub. at $39.99  
9.95
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353 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

**685898 JIM HENSON: The Biography.** By Brian Jay Jones. An up-close look at the chameleonic life of the celebrated. Jones reveals the full measure to a man whose joyful genius transcended age, language, geography, and culture—and continues to beguile audiences worldwide. 16 pages of photos. 585 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $35.00

**682859 HOW TO TALK DIRTY & INFLUENCE PEOPLE: An Autobiography.** By Lenny Bruce. During the course of a career that spanned more than seven decades, the late Roger Moore was at the very heart of Hollywood. In this fabulous collection of true stories from his stellar career, Moore lifts the lid on the movie business, from Hollywood to Pinewood, Weil illus. 272 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**6866352 ORSON WELLES, VOLUME 3: One-Man Band.** By Simon Callow. The critically acclaimed epic survey of Orson Welles’ life and work. Reveals what was intimate circle and, with a precision rarely attempted before, what it was actually like to be him. In this compelling biography the author provides a definitive answer to the old riddle: Whatever happened to Orson Welles? Photos. 464 pages. Simon & Schuster. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**2785050 BUDDY SAINT-MARIE: The Authorized Biography.** By Andrea Warner. Packed with insight and knowledge, this biography offers an unflinchingly honest, heartfelt portrait of Saint-Marie, including the challenges she experienced on the periphery of showbiz, her healing from childhood trauma, and her leadership in the protests movement. 16 pages of photos, some color. 298 pages. Greystone. Import. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**2784033 THE MAUDD ALLAN AFFAIR.** By Russell James. London, 1908. The exotic dancer Maudd Allan saves the London Olympics from certain failure. 90,000 spectators are on the edge of their seats to see the biggest celebrity of the day, famed for her exotic dance, Salome, the Dance of the Seven Veils. A decade later she is accused of being a common lecher and brought to trial. Photos. 480 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. Pub. at $17.95

**6856152 MAKING SENSE OF MARYLIN.** By Andrew Norman. With his medical background, the author is in a position to shed new light on the enigmatic character of Marilyn Monroe, this fascinating yet deeply troubled former Hollywood icon who is regarded as the world’s most famous movie star. 16 pages of photos. 160 pages. Fonthill. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $24.95

**656643 MAUREEN O’HARA: The Biography.** By Aubrey Malone. Take a clear look at the woman behind the larger-than-life persona. Sorting through the myths to present a balanced and authentic assessment of one of the silver screen’s greatest stars. Malone explores the actress’ friendship with frequent costar John Wayne and her relationship with John’s present, presenting a captivating tribute to the multitalented star and her remarkable life and career. 32 pages of photos. 263 pages. UKPy. Import. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

**669666 ELVIS–THE LEGEND: The Authorized Book from the Graceland Archives.** By Gillian G. Norris. The first book to cover the death of Elvis in 1977 with an extraordinary collection of beautiful photographs, rare memorabilia and poignant family letters from Elvis’ life and the Graceland archives. Every aspect of the King’s life is recounted, with special features on his albums and movies, his personal life and his incredible enduring legacy. 192 pages. Carlton. 9% off. Import. Pub. at $35.00 $28.96
**888206 THE DESPAIR OF MANY OTHER TRIPLES.** By Françoise Hardy. Added to her list of successful musical songs, Françoise Hardy sang hit songs in French, Italian, German and English. In this thoughtful autobiography, she bares her soul and tells the truth about her fears, her strengths and her self-doubts, as well as hard-won wisdoms, carried from a life well lived. 16 pages of photos, some color. 311 pages. Feral House. Pub. at $24.95

**695097 TIPPI: A Memoir.** By Tippi Hedren with L. Harrison. Tells the full tale of Tippi’s astonishing life in her own words. Her extraordinary career started simply, with a chance meeting with her early acting career and eventually to the commercial that caught the eye of legendary director Alfred Hitchcock. A fascinating portrait of one of Hollywood’s greatest treasures. Photos, many in color. 274 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $15.95. $14.95

**2819155 THE KIDS IN THE HALL: One Dumb Guy.** By Paul Myers. This account spans the entirety of the Kids’ storied career, from their origins through the first ever live tour of North America. Perfect for diehard fans and new initiates alike, this definitive biography will make you laugh and make you cry, and maybe even crush your head. 441 pages. UPky. Pub. at $29.95

**6985866 PATRICIA NEAL: An Unquiet Life.** By Anne Edwards. Shirley Temple and James Stewart were two of the biggest movie stars in Hollywood’s golden age, but long before that, they were friends of Henry Fonda and James Stewart. Provides a lively and entertaining view of one of the screen’s most enduring legacies. 48 pages of photos. 517 pages. UPky. Pub. at $29.95

**6954079 MY DAYS: Happy and Otherwise.** By William Shatner with D. Fisher. In this warm and candid memoir, filled with loving recollections from the award-winning Happy Days team—from breakout star Henry Winkler to Cunningham wild child Erin Moran—comes the story of Cunningham’s rise and fall and the highs and lows she saw each other through life’s twists and turns. Much more than a Hollywood story, this is a fascinating portrait of an extraordinary companionship that lasted through war, marriages, children, careers, and everything else. 16 pages of photos. 303 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00. $18.95

**6993232 LIVE LONG AND...** By William Shatner with D. Fisher. A brief health scare in 2016 forced William Shatner to take stock. After mulling over the lessons he’s learned, the pieces he’s uncertain about, the voids in his life and strange occurrences he’s witnessed over the course of an enduring career in Hollywood, he arrived at one simple rule for living: Don’t die. 214 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99.

**5876047 LEONARD: My Fifty-Year Friendship with a Remarkable Man.** By William Shatner with D. Fisher. Over the course of half a century, William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy worked together, grew to be fast friends, and shared a lively, intelligent, and often funny correspondence. Shatner recounts stories of their lives on and off the set, and gathers stories from others who knew Nimoy well, presenting a full picture of a rich life. Photos, some color. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99.

**6816509 LEONARD: My Fifty-Year Friendship with a Remarkable Man.** By William Shatner with D. Fisher. Over the course of half a century, William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy worked together, grew to be fast friends, and shared a lively, intelligent, and often funny correspondence. Shatner recounts stories of their lives on and off the set, and gathers stories from others who knew Nimoy well, presenting a full picture of a rich life. Photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95.


**5970326 SHIRLEY TEMPLE: American Princess.** By Anne Edwards. Shirley Temple is brought into focus in this definitive, intimate portrait. We follow her meteoric rise to fame as a star child, her fall as an adolescent who had outgrown her appeal, and her surprising ascent into a world figure as ambassador to the United Nations and other diplomatic roles. Photos. 445 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95.

**6975097 TIPPI: A Memoir.** By Tippi Hedren with L. Harrison. Tells the full tale of Tippi’s astonishing life in her own words. Her extraordinary career started simply, with a chance meeting with her early acting career and eventually to the commercial that caught the eye of legendary director Alfred Hitchcock. A fascinating portrait of one of Hollywood’s greatest treasures. Photos, many in color. 274 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $15.95. $14.95

**2819325 ROBIN’#1: The Life of a Starbucked Mysterious Death of Virginia Rappe, and the Scandal That Changed Hollywood.** By Greg Merritt. In 1921, one of the biggest movie stars in the world was accused of killing a woman, triggering an avalanche of press coverage and a waveform that changed the course of filmmaking. This is the story of Virginia Rappe’s improbable rise and stunning fall—from one of Hollywood’s first true superstars to its first pariah. Photos. 428 pages. Chicago Review. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

**6966004 MARILYN MONROE: The Private Life of a Public Icon.** By Charles Casillo. Based on new interviews and research, Casillo explores the secret selves behind Marilyn Monroe’s public façades, and sheds new light on each of Monroe’s relationships with the love of her times—before feminism, and before there was adequate treatment for bipolar disorder which she struggled with. 16 pages of photos. 360 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99.

**6556051 I SHOULD BE DEAD: My Life Surviving Politics, TV, and Addiction.** By Bob Beckel with J.D. Mann. From a popular TV personality comes a deeply moving memoir written with Beckel’s trademark wit and genius for storytelling. He charts his life as a political operative and diplomat, his long struggle with alcohol and drugs, and his unlikely journey to finding faith and redemption. 294 pages. Pub. at $17.95.

MUSICTRACKER

6859887 DANCE OF DEATH: The Life of John Fahey, American Guitarist. By Steve Lowenthal. The author has spent years researching Fahey's life and music, taking in his produces, friends, peers, wives, business partners and others. He describes Fahey's battles with stage fright, alcohol, prescription pills, and how he endeavored to mend an unbalanced. Despite his troubles, he managed to label that won Grammy. Photos. 221 pages. Crown. Pub. at $25.00

6853315 WHAT HAPPENED, MISS SIMONE? By Alan Lomax. An intimate look at the life of Nina Simone, the classically trained pianist who evolved into a chart-topping chamette and committed civil rights activist. This nuanced and beautifully written portrait of a complicated musical inventiveness, while laying bare the personal demons that plagued her through much of her life. 16 pages of photos. 309 pages. Crown. Pub. at $17.00

6847944 PICK YOURSELF UP: Dorothy Fields and the American Musical. By Charlotte Greenspan. Offers the most complete, serious treatment of Fields' life and work to date, tracing her career from growing up in poverty to her prominent world. Metiriously researched and filled with sharp insights, this lively biography not only illuminates her life but also offers a wealth of new material about popular song. 298 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $27.95

6736106 I'VE ALWAYS KEPT A UNICORN: The Biography of Sandy Denny. By Mick Hoggboth. Based on original and candid interviews with more than 50 of her friends, fellow musicians, and contemporaries, and with access to previously unseen documents and Sandy's own notebooks, Hoggboth illuminates the story of a unique and complex artist—one of Britain's best singer-songwriters. Photos. 502 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperback Import. Pub. at $22.95

5983142 DANCING WITH MYSELF. By Billy Idol. For the first time ever, rock icon Billy Idol delivers an electric, searingly honest account of his journey from the birth of punk as the front man for Generation X, to the decadent life atop the dance-rock kingdoms he helped create. He shares 16 pages of photo, some in color. 326 pages. Touchstone. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

2797788 EVERYTHING'S BIGGER IN TEXAS: The Life & Times of Kirk Douglas. By Mark Sullivan. Best known as the 1950s Hollywood actor, Douglas personifies the film industry that he was a part of. From the 1970s music scene in L.A. with Tom Waits and the Band to political platforms advocating legalization of marijuana, it's all here. 16 pages of photos, some color. 322 pages. BackBay Books. Pub. at $29.95

5810198 FORTUNE AND SON: My Life, My Music. By John Fogerty with J. McDonough. Told in the frank and soulful voice that made his lyrics so powerful, the creative force behind Creedence Clearwater Revival traces the rise of the band in the late 1960s and early 1970s, noting the hurdles of that year, life's pain and regret, in the end all that matters is love—and, of course, rock 'n' roll. SHOWPORN. 32 pages of photos, some color. 406 pages. Little Brown. Pub. at $19.99

5924327 FORTUNATE SON: My Life, My Music. By John Fogerty with J. McDonough. Told in the frank and soulful voice that made his lyrics so powerful, the creative force behind Creedence Clearwater Revival traces the rise of the band in the late 1960s and early 1970s, noting the hurdles of that year, life's pain and regret, in the end all that matters is love—and, of course, rock 'n' roll. PHOTOHUB. 32 pages of photos, some color. 406 pages. BackBay Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

6945651 ANOTHER SIDE OF BOB DYLAN: A Personal History on the Road and off the Tracks. By Victor & Jacob Maymudes. This memoir by Bob Dylan's former tour manager, and one of his closest personal friends and confidants, recalls forty years on the road and off the tracks with the legendary artist. Photos, some color. 288 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99

6952313 ANOTHER SIDE OF BOB DYLAN: A Personal History on the Road and off the Tracks. By Victor & Jacob Maymudes. This memoir by Bob Dylan's former tour manager, and one of his closest personal friends and confidants, recalls forty years on the road and off the tracks with the legendary artist. Illus. 288 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

6855881 SPIDER FROM MARS: My Life With Bowie. By J. McVie. Drummer Woody Woodmansey is the last surviving member of David Bowie's band the Spiders from Mars, which helped launch Bowie's Ziggy Stardust persona and made him a sensation. A vivid and unique evocation of a transformative musical era and the enigmatic, visionary musician at the center of it, by one of the people who knew him best. Photos, some in color. 221 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

6978274 BEEN SO LONG: My Life and Music. By Jorma Kaukonen. From the man who made a name for himself as the founding member and lead guitarist of Jefferson Airplane comes a memoir that offers a rare glimpse onto the heart and life of one of the most influential figures in music history. 223 pages. Dell. Pub. at $25.99

6967841 DIARY OF A MADMAN. By Brad Scareface Jordan with B. Meadows-Ingram. From Geto Boys legend and renowned storyteller, Scareface, comes a passionate memoir about how hip-hop changed the life of one of the greatest rappers of all time, and how he rose to the top and ushered in a new era of rap dominance. Color, photos. 223 pages. Dell. Street. Pub. at $25.99

5996133 SINATRA: The Chair man. By James Kaplan. The unforgettable memoir offers an unvarnished look behind the legend to reveal Sinatra in his many guises: peerless singer, consummate actor, dedicated family man, and influential political figure. 576 pages. Simon & Schuster. Pub. at $27.00


5963067 GOD SAVE THE KINKS: A Biography. By Rob Jovanovic. Drawing on interviews with former band members and key collaborators, this behind the scenes biography explores the much-neglected chapter of rock 'n' roll history and lays bare the band's long-awaited comeback. Sixties swing, starting with their first breakthrough hit, You Really Got Me. 16 pages of photos. 322 pages. Aurum. Paperback Import. Pub. at $16.95

6150747 LONELY BOY: Tales from a Sex Pistol. By Steve Jones with B. Thompson. The story of an unlikely guitar hero who, with his bandmates, created a British rock legend that has stood the test of time. He shares his memories of the Kinks, Sex Pistols and punk rock, his addictions, and how he emerged to gain acclaim as an actor and radio host. 24 pages of photos. Da Capo. Pub. at $26.99

6916392 ROGER WATERS: The Man Behind the Wall. By Dave Thompson. Tread back in time with this behind-the-scenes history of Roger Waters' rise from the back roads of London to his commanding role in the new wave of rockers who have been inspired by him. 223 pages. BackBay Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


5993498 GO BIG OR GO HOME: The John Poplin Story. By Scotty McCreery & T. Thrasher. God gave him a voice, America gave him a chance, and after winning Season 10 of American Idol, McCreery's real work began. Here he shares a glimpse at where he came from and the impact his faith, family, and friends had on a guy who keeps asking, "Why me?" 16 pages of photos, most in color. 254 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $24.99
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**698601X THE MAKING OF JOHN LENNON: The Untold Story of the Rise of The Beatles**
By Francis King. The author goes behind the scenes of any official Beatles story, and uncovers the different sides of John Lennon. Kenny relates seductess and success processes, delving into his dark inner life and his working relationships. Photos. 320 pages. Luath. Import. **$9.95**

**584488 BOYS IN THE TREES: A Memoir**
By Carly Simon. Carly Simon’s life and career is one of the last great untold stories of popular music. With her long-awaited memoir, the rock star, poet, feminist icon, seductress and survivor reveals the thoughts and experiences that made her a cultural icon. Photos. 376 pages. Flatiron Books. Paperbound. **$9.95**

**677452 BOYS IN THE TREES: A Memoir**
By Carly Simon. Carly Simon’s life and career is one of the last great untold stories of popular music. With her long-awaited memoir, the rock star, poet, feminist icon, seductress and survivor reveals the thoughts and experiences that made her a cultural icon. Illus. 376 pages. Flatiron Books. Paperbound. **$9.95**

**592863 STEPHEN STILLS: Change Partners**
By David Roberts. The first person to have insight into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. Stills’ story has been seen associated with a who’s who of musicians, including Jimi Hendrix, Neil Young, Judy Collins, Public Enemy and even the Bee Gees. Slovakia sets the rock ’n roll events, Roberts explores the music, politics, childhood, and love life of one of the great songwriter/guitarists. 16 pages of photos. 326 pages. Red Planet. Import. Pub at $29.95 **$19.95**

**5763975 NINA SIMONE: The Biography**
By David Brown. Presenting the first full-length biography of this magnificent but tortured artist. “As harrowing as it is remarkable” (Yorkshire Post), it charts the tragic music and political story of a gifted woman who contended with barriers constructed around her and within. Photos. 346 pages. Aurum. Paperbound. **$7.95**

**621880 STARTING AT ZERO**
By Jimi Hendrix. This unique portrait of an international icon brings together a wealth of interviews, letters, drawings, poems, diaries, and even stage raps to construct an intimate, funny, and poetic memoir—one that tells, for the first time, Jimi’s own story as only he could tell it. Illus. 256 pages. Bloomsbury. Import. **$16.95**

**6974851 HANK WILLIAMS: The Fabulous Life and Music of**
By John Wright. Traces the history of Hank Williams. His career by shooting a man in the leg. But that temperament marked a deep vulnerability that was only exacerbated by an individualistic musical genius that he was in the grave. A fascinating look at a talented young man. Photos. 365 pages. Liveright. Pub at $27.95 **$4.95**

**5986252 UNCOMMON PEOPLE: The Rise and Fall of the Rock Star**
By David Hepworth. Hepworth zeroes in on defining moments of the era, from 1955 to 1995 such as John Lennon. Michael Jackson, David Jones and Mick Jagger, taking us on a journey to bust a hundred myths and create a hundred more. 16 pages of photos. 306 pages. Holt. Pub at $30.00 **$9.95**

**5889007 TOM JONES: The Telling of His Tale**
By Francis King. Tom Jones is the story of the Who, and of the sweeping revolution that Davis Presley on screen, Glissian aimed to be a rock star. His wish came true when he joined Deep Purple and global fame soon followed. His life and the modern music industry has been born. 16 pages of photos, some color. **$21.95**

**6877968 ROCK MONSTER: My Life with Joe Walsh**
By Krisin Casey. Far from being a mere who’s who in honest account of one woman’s life changing relationship with rock legend Joe Walsh. Dramatic, debauced, and disturbing, this is her long and curious relationship with the most colorful and most colorful of the American rockers. Photos. 364 pages. Rare Bird Books. Pub at $25.95 **$18.95**

**6854974 RHAPSODY IN BLACK: The Life and Music of Roy Orbison**
By John Knox. Orbison is a true musical as the artist and does not shy away from or trivialize the personal pain, alienation, and tragic events that shaped Orbison’s singular personal style of music. This fascinating volume chronicles Orbison’s life from his rockstiny to his Stringing in the supergroup the Traveling Wilburys, with 16 pages of photos, some color. 249 pages. Backbeat Books. Paperbound. **$24.95**

**6993489 CONFESSIONS OF A VH1 VICE PRESIDENT: GUITAR DEALER: The Memoirs of Norman Harris**
By Norman W. Harris with D. Yorkin. As founder and owner of the legendary store, Norman’s Rare Guitars, Harris is one of the most influential figures in the world, including George Harrison, Bob Dylan, Tom Petty and many others. His intriguing memoir is filled with fascinating stories and insights into the entertainment business. Well-illustrated with most color. 232 pages. Hal Leonard. Pub at $29.99 **$13.95**

**6860028 SWEET DREAMS AND FLYING MACHINES: The Life and Music of James Taylor**
By Mark Ribowsky. Based on interviews with the singer-songwriter, gathered in one definitive collection that spans his career from street poet to Nobel Laureate. 524 pages. S&S. Pub at $35.00 **$9.95**

**686518X DREAMS TO REMEMBER: Otis Redding, Stax Records, and the Transformation of Southern Soul**
By Mark Ribowsky. Redding is one of the most talented yet impulsive man, one who once even risked his career by shooting a man in the leg. But that temperament marked a deep vulnerability that was only exacerbated by an individualistic musical genius that he was in the grave. A fascinating look at a talented young man. Photos. 365 pages. Liveright. Pub at $27.95 **$4.95**

**6886036 HOMECOUNT: The Life of Paul Simon**
By Peter Ames Carlin. Based on new interviews with the influential pop artist in American history as he has never been seen before: as a boy and a man, an artist and a businessman, a lover and husband, and the living and loving America of America’s ever-changing definitions of personal and cultural identity. Photos. 415 pages. Holt. Pub at $32.00 **$19.95**

**6172333 HOMEBOUND BOUND: The Life of Paul Simon**
By Peter Ames Carlin. Traces the miraculous rise of this music legend from the dirt roads of rural Alabama to the now immortal Grand Ole Opry, and finally to a lonely end on New Year’s Day in 1953. It is the story of a real man beneath the myths, reintroducing us to an American original whose legacy, like a good night at the honkytonk, promises to carry on and on. 16 pages of photos. 472 pages. Liveright. Pub at $27.95 **$21.96**

**6824969 SICK ON YOU: The Disastrous Story of the Hollywood Brats, the Greatest Band You’ve Never Heard Of**
By Andrew Matheson. In 1971 Andrew Matheson set out to make a great musical biography of the Maple Maker, and a template for the perfect band. The Brats recorded one genius but ignored album which fell afoul of the crooks who ran a music industry. His story unfolds here. Color photos. 321 pages. Blue Rider. Paperbound. Pub at $16.00. **$8.95**

**6985978 BON: THE LAST HIGHWAY**
By Jesse Fink. With unprecedented access to the AC/DC member, Bon Scott’s lovers, newly unearthed documents and a trove of never before seen photos. Fink is starting new information about Bon’s last hours and attempts to solve the mystery of how he died. 486 pages. ECW Press. Paperbound. Import. Pub at $18.95 **$13.95**

**5773983 SOMEONE TO WATCH OVER ME: The Life and Music of Ben Webster**
By Frank Buchmann-Moller. An exhaustively researched study that tells the complete story of Webster’s brilliant and troubled career. The author interviewed many of the influential figures in the U.S. and Europe and includes numerous translated excerpts from European periodicals and newspapers. 16 pages of photos. 369 pages. UMP. Paperbound. Pub at $27.95 **$9.95**

**6972831 EVERY NIGHT IS SATURDAY NIGHT**

**6741231 BON: THE LAST HIGHWAY**
By Jesse Fink. With unprecedented access to the AC/DC member, Bon Scott’s lovers, newly unearthed documents and a trove of never before seen photos. Fink is starting new information about Bon’s last hours and attempts to solve the mystery of how he died. 486 pages. ECW Press. Paperbound. Import. Pub at $18.95 **$13.95**

**6741231 BON: THE LAST HIGHWAY**
By Jesse Fink. With unprecedented access to the AC/DC member, Bon Scott’s lovers, newly unearthed documents and a trove of never before seen photos. Fink is starting new information about Bon’s last hours and attempts to solve the mystery of how he died. 486 pages. ECW Press. Paperbound. Import. Pub at $18.95 **$13.95**
Interviews with Syd’s family, friends and members of Pink Floyd,* HarperCollins. Import. Pub. at $33.99
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---

Syd Barrett & Pink Floyd: Dark Globe.


The Beatles’ “favorite group,” he won Grammy’s, recorded hit songs, and yet no one had ever wondered about his backstory behind the famous songs, from Mitchell’s youth in Canada, her bout with polio at age nine, and her early marriage and the child she gave up for adoption, and the kind of independent minded girl this is the story of an artist and an era that has left an indelible mark on American music. Illus., some in color. 420 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

CD

George Harrison.

By Alan Clayson. Read by Mike Read. A comprehensive biography of Harrison’s life and musical career, beginning in the early 1960s and the formation of the Beatles, through his subsequent endeavours and following his later solo career and other interests, including Indian spirituality and environmentalism. 3 CDs. Sanctuary Publishing Ltd. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

Queen of Bebop: The Musical Lives of Sarah Vaughan.

By Elaine M. Hayes. This is the definitive biography of a hugely influential artist. This absorbing and sensitive treatment of a singular personality updates and corrects the many records of her life and elevates her status as a jazz great. 16 pages of photos. 419 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

NILSSON: The Life of a Singer-Songwriter.

By Allyn Shipton. Paul McCartney and John Lennon described him as the Beatles’ “favorite group,” he won Grammy’s, recorded hit songs, and yet no figure in popular music is as much of a paradox as the enigmatic Nilsson. For the first time, the enigmatic artist comes into the light in this intimate portrait. Photos. 345 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95

Hi-De-Ho: The Life of Cab Calloway.

By Allyn Shipton. Calloway’s first full-length biography of Cab Calloway, whose vocal theatrics and flamboyant stage presence made him one of the highest-selling African American artists of the 1930s. Illustrated with rare and accounts from Calloway’s family, friends, and fellow musicians, Shipton charts the entire path of this musical icon. Photos. 283 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

NILSSON: The Life of a Singer-Songwriter.

By Allyn Shipton. Paul McCartney and John Lennon described him as the Beatles’ “favorite group,” he won Grammy’s, recorded hit songs, and yet no figure in popular music is as much of a paradox as the enigmatic Nilsson. For the first time, the enigmatic artist comes into the light in this intimate portrait. Photos. 345 pages. Oxford. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $4.95

GEORGE.

By Sean Smith. A celebration of George Michael’s music and a lasting tribute to a decent and much loved man. Go back to the neighborhoods of North London to trace the astonishing journey of a sensitive but determined boy who grew up to be one of the biggest British gay pop superstars of all time. Color photos. 344 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

MY DEAR DEPARTED PAST.

By Dave Frishberg. In this fascinating and entertaining memoir, the first Superstar, by Nesmith where something curious is always unfolding makes, 306 pages: Crown. Pub. at $28.00 $19.95

MARY WELLS.


MILLS: The Tumultuous Life of Motown’s First Superstar.

By Dan Heyman. By day account of Mary Wells, complete with never before revealed details about the sex, the violence, and the drugs in her life—and about her Motown hits that captivated the world. Photos. 304 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $26.95 $16.95

FAMOUS FATHER GIRL.

A Memoir of Growing Up Bernstein. By Jamie Bernstein. The eldest daughter of Leonard Bernstein mines the emotional depths of her childhood and invites us into her family’s world of music and Stage Door Canteen. A sometimes troubled man, the family he raised, and the music he composed that became the soundtrack to their entwined lives. Photos. 385 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

BIOGRAPHIC BOWIE.

By Liz Flavell. Presents an entirely new way of looking at the lives of the world’s greatest thinkers and creatives. Flavell takes the 50 defining facts, dates, thoughts, habits and achievements of David Bowie, and uses colorful infographics to convey all of them in vivid snapshots of his life. 96 pages. Ammonite. Import. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

SO MUCH THINGS TO SAY: The Oral History of Bob Marley.

By Roger Steffens. The first oral history of Bob Marley’s life draws on four decades of intimate interviews with band members, family, lovers, and confidants. In the documentation of Marley’s legacy, the author spent years traveling with the Wailers and researching accounts. Marley’s story is told like never before. Illus. 436 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

TONY BENNETT: Onstage and in the Studio. With D. Golden. Tony Bennett was one of the world’s most beloved entertainment legends, has a talent that’s simply unequalled. This beautiful volume reflects on the important themes, performances and inspirations that have illuminated his creative work throughout his life, with a focus on music. An essential keepsake for all Bennett fans. Fully illus., many in color. 188 pages. Sterling. 9x11x0. Pub. at $32.95 $22.95

PAUL SIMON: The Life. By Robert Hilburn. An intimate and inspiring narrative that helps us finally understand Paul Simon the person and the artist. Over the past three years, Hilburn has conducted in-depth interviews of Simon’s friends, family, colleagues, and others—the result is a deeply human account of the challenges and sacrifices of a life in music at the highest level. 16 pages of photos, some color. 430 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

Johnny Cash: The Life. By Robert Hilburn. Drawing upon his personal experience with Cash and a trove of never-before-seen materials, Hilburn creates an utterly compelling, deeply human portrait of one of the most iconic figures in modern popular culture. 16 pages of photos. 679 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $29.95

NERD HERD: Travels on the Healing Road. By Neil Pearl. A bold, brilliantly written, intense, and ultimately triumphant memoir. This is a deeply human account of the author’s life, with a focus on music. An essential keepsake for all Bennett fans. Fully illus., many in color. 188 pages. Sterling. 9x11x0. Pub. at $32.95 $22.95

FAR AND WIDE: Bring That Horizon to Me! By Neil Pearl. In an intimate narrative voice, Pearl carries the reader across Canada and through memories of fifty years of playing drums with the rock trio Rush. Richly illustrated, this volume is an elegant scrapbook of people, places, music, and laughter, all woven together into a remarkable life. 282 pages. ECW Press. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
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Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

5770289 DANIエル BOONE: The Pioneer of Kentucky. By John S.C. Abbott. This classic reprint of Abbott's (1805-1877) account of the life and genius of Daniel Boone recounts the epic journey of the man who opened up the vast wilderness for American settlement. 331 pages.

5771187 WAH-TO-YAH AND THE TAOS TRAIL: The Story of the American Indians and the Taos Revolt. By Lewis H. Garrard. First published in 1820. In the bright morning of his youth, Garrard traveled into the wild and free Rocky Mountain West and left us this fresh and vigorous account. Many notable figures of the plains and mountains dot his pages. 298 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

5880061 THE ESCAPIST: Cheating Death on the World's Highest Mountains. By Gabriel Filippi with B. Popplewell. A story about human perseverance and triumph in the face of nature, man's own nature. Filippi, one of the world's foremost mountaineers explains why some people will never give up on trying to climb to the top of the world. 16 pages of color photos. 346 pages.

2609192 A RACE TOO FAR. By Chris Eakin. Of the nine sailors who started the Golden Globe race only one would complete it. Alone for months in the middle of oceans, often with no radio contact, the men suffered violent storms, shipwreck, and suicide. This work recreates the adventure and drama of a race that set records, but also ended in tragedy. 16 pages of photos. 320 pages. HarperCollins. Import. Pub. at $30.99


18216083 JOHN COLTER: His Years in the Rockies. By Burton Harris. In this classic biography, first published in 1952, Harris weighs the facts and legends about a man who was dogged by misfortune and “robbed of the just rewards he had earned.” A crack hunter with the Lewis and Clark expedition, he is probably the first white man to discover the region that now includes Yellowstone National Park. Illus. 180 pages. Bison. Paperback. $11.95

2118133 BENEATH THE HEART OF THE SEA: The Extraordinary Narrative of the Most Extraordinary and Distressing Shipwreck of the Whale-ship Essex in 1812, Presents Chase's autobiographical account of his survival at sea in 1820. This story motivates and is now the focus of the feature film “In the Heart of the Sea.” 89 pages. Hesperus. Paperback import. Pub. at $14.95

5949653 A SPLENDID SAVAGE: The Restless Life of Frederick Russell Burnham. By Stephen R. Bown. Burnham was world-famous as the “American Scout” for his adventures and military daring on violent frontiers across the western United States, Africa, Mexico, and the Philippine Islands. He attacked the wars and range feuds, explored in remote regions of Africa, and death-defying feats as Chief of Scouts for the British during the Boer War. Illus. 436 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

6715439 THE MAPMAKER'S WIFE: A True Tale of Love, Murder, and Survival In the Amazon. By Robert Whitaker. In 1735, an expedition to South America had an unintended result: the romance of scientist Jean Godin and Peruvian noblewoman Isabel Contreras. This classic account of the opposite sides of the Amazon, Isabel set out on a solo journey to reunite with her lost love.

688403X DARE TO DO: Taking on the Planet by Bike and Boat. By Sarah Outen. That quest that is retraced in these pages. 352 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95

6796613 GREENPEACE CAPTAIN: My Adventures in Protecting the Future of Our Planet. By Patrick Moore. This classic reprint of Abbott's (1805-1877) account of the life and genius of Daniel Boone recounts the epic journey of the man who opened up the vast wilderness for American settlement. 331 pages.

5853829 DARKNESS DESCENDING. By Ken Jones. On January 5, 2003, Jones was one of nine climbers on a mountainside in the Transylvanian Alps. Suffering from life-threatening injuries, Ken dragged himself safely to three agonizing days. But that was only the beginning of his ordeal. Here he shares the breathless but inspiring story of the surgery that saved his life, and of his fight to walk again. Color photos. 342 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $24.95

5852366 MASTERS OF THIN AIR: Life and Death on the World's Highest Peaks. By Anshu Jamsenpa. A seasoned climber of many expeditions, Anshu Jamsenpa is one of the few people alive today who can claim to have reached the summits of all 14 eight-thousanders. This riveting, thrilling account of what it takes to challenge the earth's highest peaks and survive. A riveting high-altitude drama brimming with danger and excitement, it is also the inspiring story of one man’s motivation to achieve his extraordinary dream—even in the most dire of moments. 16 pages of color photos. 322 pages.

5868057 THE YOUNG T.E. LAWRENCE. By Anthony Sattin. Drawing on surviving letters, diaries, and accounts from close confidants, this intimate biography is the first to focus on Lawrence in his twenties: the untold story of the boy who fell in love with Arab culture and found his life’s mission. 316 pages. Norton. Pub. at $28.95

5844655 CAPTAIN JAMES COOK. By John Kestrel. In more than twenty years of delivering sailboats to far flung quaysides, Kestrel has had innumerable adventures, both humorous and terrifying. Following his entertaining account of the Voyages that combine adventure, wit, humility, and romance. Photos. 204 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

5556787 A SEA DOG’S TALE: The True Story of a Small Dog on a Big Ocean. By Peter Muilenburg. A family with wanderlust, a sailboat built strong enough to carry them across oceans, and an 11-poundshipcaper dog brave enough to withstand anything. These are the elements of Muilenburg’s riveting, thrilling account of the endurance, agility, and adaptability of the small dog who ventured across the open sea. 269 pages. Cadet. $16.95

5754070 WHITE ESKIMO: Knud Rasmussen’s Fearless Journey into the Heart of the Arctic. By Stephen R. Bown. Presents the first full-scale biography of the visionary explorer and ethnographer who opened up the culture, the language, and the life of the Inuit to the world. And in the process, Rasmussen made an indelible mark on North American culture and mythmaking.

4539333 DESPERATE STEPS: Life, Death, and Vioconies Made in the Mountains of the Northeast. By Peter W. Kick. Collects 32 true tales of backcountry misadventure and misfortune, including incidents along the famed Appalachian Trail, and reveals the lessons to be learned in each. From close calls to unsolved mysteries, these stories illustrate the isolation of the outdoorspeople, threats and pleasures of the open sea. 270 pages. Appalachian Mtn Club. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

5937085 NO DREAM IS TOO HIGH. By Buzz Aldrin with K. Abraham. Half a century after walking on the moon, Buzz Aldrin speaks from the heart—to those who remember that historic moment and to the younger generations who revere him as an American hero. In vivid personal anecdotes, Aldrin gives us 13 rules to live by in this inspiring autobiographical work. 16 pages of photos, some color. 223 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $22.00

6723726 THE NOTORIOUS CAPTAIN HAYES: The Remarkable True Story of Whiskey and Piracy in the Pacific. By Joan Druett. The first proper biography of this legendary 19th-century figure, sorting facts from fantasy as it charts the true life of the rogue who became this adventurer. Set against the backdrop of the Pacific during the great age of sail and trade, this swashbuckling tale will have you rapt from beginning to end.
Time was running out after finding her father's lifeless body, she was smoking, drinking, and stealing, in trouble with the police and at school. The author describes how her own choices, driven by despair and the desire to escape her circumstances, led to a life of chaos and destruction.

Within the narrative, the author reflects on her own past, sharing insights into the challenges she faced and the pivotal moments that shaped her journey. Her story is one of resilience and redemption, highlighting the importance of second chances and the power of personal growth.

The text also delves into the role of foster care, examining the impact of her experiences in this setting. The author reflects on the role of her foster caregiver, who helped her navigate the complexities of growing up in a disrupted home. The caregiver's story is interwoven with reflections on the broader context of foster care, offering a nuanced portrayal of the system and its role in shaping the lives of children like herself.

Throughout the narrative, the author imparts a sense of hope and the transformative power of human connection. The story serves as both a personal testament and a call to action, encouraging readers to consider the role they can play in supporting children and families in need.
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**6855893 STALIN’S DAUGHTER: By Rosemary Sullivan.** Presents a revelatory biography of Svetlana Alliluyeva, a woman fated to live in the shadows of her father, the notorious Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin. Photos. 741 pages. Harper. Pub. at $35.00


---

**6973140 MEMBER OF THE FAMILY: My Story of Charles Manson. Life Inside His Cult, and the Darkness That Ended the Sixties.** By D. Lake & D. Herman. A riveting look at how one young girl became one of “Charlie’s girls,” a devoted acolyte of cult leader Charles Manson and a member of his Family. Drawing upon never before told stories, the author delivers an inside account of life in the “Family,” and how she was able to transform her trauma into triumph. 16 pages of photos. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

---

**663571X AMERICAN QUEEN: The Rise and Fall of Kate Chase Sprague, Civil War “Belle of the North” and Gilded Age Woman of Scandal.** By John Oller. The charismatic daughter of Salmon P. Chase, Lincoln’s treasury secretary. Chase’s dramatic story is one of ambition and tragedy set against the seductive allure of the Civil War and the Gilded Age, involving some of the most famous figures in American history. 376 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $25.95

---

**6911331 ROSA PARKS: A Life.** By Douglas Brinkley. Brinkley brings mid-century America alive in this brilliant examination of a celebrated hero and at last provides a major biography of this important figure. 246 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00

---

**6689701 THE MEANING OF MICHELLE: 16 Writers on the Iconic First Lady and How Her Journey Inspires Ours.** Ed. by Veronica Chambers. Michelle Obama is unlike any other First Lady in American history. From her first moments on the public stage, she has challenged traditional American notions about what it means to be first Lady. This collection of original essays presents a chorus of diverse voices with smart, engaging perspectives on Michelle Obama. Contributors include, Ava DuVernay, Veronica Chambers, and others. 220 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99

---

**694015X BLIND CURVES: A Woman, a Motorcycle, and a Journey to Reinvent Herself.** By Linda Crill. A fifty-seven-year-old woman with a widow, Crill trades in her corporate suits and joins two men and a woman for a white-knuckle, exhilarating road trip along the West coast from Vancouver, Canada, to the wine country of Mendocino, California. By heading into the unknown she faces her fears, tests old beliefs, and discovers the inspiration to build the next phase of her life. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 416 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $28.99

---

**6911080 MADMOISELLE: Coco Chanel and the Pulse of History.** By Rhonda K. Garelick. A probing, well-researched, and insightful biography of a woman whose irresistible and coutageous style continues to have impact on the visual aesthetic of the world today. Illustrates a fascinating tale of the 20th century, encompassing an era of war, fashion, ardent nationalism, and earth-shaking change. Photos, some in color. 576 pages. Random. Pub. at $39.95

---

**6936226 DOWNSTAIRS THE QUEEN IS KNITTING.** By Dorcas Smucker. The kids are a bit older now, and Dorcas and Paul’s marriage is longer and deeper. But Dorcas sees with more disarming clarity than ever, and she writes pictures of grass and off the grass farm as the kids move toward more independence. 168 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

---

**6940656 GOLD RUSH IN THE KLONDIKE: A Woman’s Journey in 1898-1899.** By Josephine Knowles. The true story of Knowles’s (1864–1936) year in the Yukon territory in 1899. A revealing and never before published personal memoir of day to day life at the height of the Kondike Gold Rush, showing the terrifying struggles they had against a hostile environment. Photos. 172 pages. Quill Driver Books. Pub. at $22.95

---

**6999882 THE DRESS OF MAYFAIR: Men, Money and the Marriage of Doris Delevingne.** By Lyndse Spence. The real-life story of scandal, greed, corruption and promiscuity at the heart of 1920s and 30s high society, with the focus on the writer, wit and socialite Doris Delevingne and her doomed relationship with the gossip columnist Valentine Browne, Viscout Castlerosse. Photos. 254 pages. W.W. Norton. Pub. at $13.95

---

**2809982 CONSTANCE FENIMORE WOOLSON: Portrait of a Lady Novelist.** By Anne Boyd Rioux. This rich biography reveals an exceptionally gifted and committed artist who persued and received serious recognition. Follow the development of a woman who courted fame with no female authors of her day. Rioux goes deep into Woolson’s character, her light against depression, her sources for intimate friendships. Photos. 392 pages. W.W. Norton. Pub. at $32.95

---

**66392X THE TRIALS OF ANNIE OAKLEY.** By H. Kazanjian & C. Enns. Long before Mary Pickford appeared on the silver screen, Annie Oakley was the most famous woman in America. The title of America’s sweetheart. Having grown up learning to shoot game to support her family, Annie won first prize and met her future husband at a sharpshooting match when she was 15. This is the story of a woman who fought for her independence. Photos. 186 pages. TwoDot. Pub. at $24.95

**673724 TWILIGHT OF THE TENDERFOOT.** By Diane Ackerman. Originally published in 1980 and now back in print, Ackerman’s memoir lets readers once more glimpse the backbreaking, soul-satisfying work that kept New Mexico alit. 634 pages. Fulcrum. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

---

**6977812 MADAM PRESIDENT: The Secret Presidency of Edith Wilson.** By William Hazlegrove. A vivid, engaging piece of journalism that tells the compelling story of the woman who became the acting president of the United States in the fall of 1919, after her husband suffered a paralyzing stroke, handling the day to day duties of a political office she was unprepared for. Photos. 324 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00

**577242 HELENA RUBINSTEIN: Beauty Is Power.** By Mason Klein. Races the life of the remarkable early feminist, visionary art patron, and cosmetics entrepreneur—her blending of art and commerce, her expressive and democratic underpinnings, her beauty, and her innovative practices. A fascinating glimpse into the affect of popular culture on women of the 20th century. Well illustrated...some color. 168 pages. The Jewish Museum. 6¾x11¼. Pub. at $50.00

---
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★ 6829117 FRANCES YATES AND THE HERMETIC TRADITION. By Marjorie G. Jones. A fascinating biography of a groundbreaking historian who revealed the hidden history of the universe of the alchemy of the mind. 352 pages. £17.95

★ 6822671 JOAN OF ARC AND THE GREAT PITY OF THE LAND OF FRANCE. By Moya Longstaffe. The moving story of a woman who changed the course of France. 16 pages of photos. 670 pages. £23.00

★ 6824697 ANTI LETTERS TO A STRIPPER: A Pattij Wagginn Tale. By Bob Brill. In the 1940s and 1950s, strip artist Pattij Wagginn was billed as The Educated Torso, The Sex Oomph Girl, and the Fresh Faced Girl Next Door. Here, she is revealed through letters from her fans, over 280 photographs of Pattij on stage and at home, along with other paper ephemera associated with her career. 176 pages.

★ 6826251 FAN LETTERS TO A STRIPPER: A Pattij Wagginn Tale. By Bob Brill. In the 1940s and 1950s, strip artist Pattij Wagginn was billed as The Educated Torso, The Sex Oomph Girl, and the Fresh Faced Girl Next Door. Here, she is revealed through letters from her fans, over 280 photographs of Pattij on stage and at home, along with other paper ephemera associated with her career. 176 pages.

★ 6824697 ANTI LETTERS TO A STRIPPER: A Pattij Wagginn Tale. By Bob Brill. In the 1940s and 1950s, strip artist Pattij Wagginn was billed as The Educated Torso, The Sex Oomph Girl, and the Fresh Faced Girl Next Door. Here, she is revealed through letters from her fans, over 280 photographs of Pattij on stage and at home, along with other paper ephemera associated with her career. 176 pages.
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★ 2800551 INVISIBLE: The Forgotten Story of the Black Woman Lawyer Who Took Down a Notorious Mobster. By Stephen L. Carter. She was black, a woman, a prosecutor, and the granddaughter of slaves, as unlikely a combination as one could imagine in the 1930s. Moving, haunting, and as fast paced as a novel, this book reveals the true story of a woman who had a lively sense of humor, indomitable spirit, unwavering faith, and an indomitable spirit. 32 pages of photos. 205 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $26.99.

★ 6823718 IRIS APFEL: Accidental Icon. Assemble memoirs, anecdotes from childhood to the present, essays on style and various subjects from the decline of manners to risk-taking, all fill this entertaining and thought-provoking volume about a true original. Featuring stories from the world of fashion, textiles, and interior design—Irvis Apfel is a rare bird, indeed. Fully Illus., many in color. 176 pages. HarperDesign. Pub. at $35.00.

★ 6954960 PULLY FRY: The Woman Who Changed the World. The story of Florence Nightingale in 1900, the year she and Beautiful Leonel Ross Campbell became the first female reporter to work for the Denver Post. As the journalist known as Polly Fry, she ruffled feathers, became known as the underdog and wrote some of the most sensational stories that westerners ever read. 18 pages of photos. 205 pages. TwoDot. Pub. at $24.95.

★ 2814265 THE COMFORT FOOD DIARIES: My Quest for the Perfect Dish to Mend a Broken Heart. By Emily Nunn. Searching for a way forward from the darkest point in her heart, Nunn travels the country, cooking and sharing stories with friends. Along the way she has a family to reassemble, and together builds an comforting food tour. With biting humor and luminous prose, Nunn delivers a moving account of her descent into darkness and her hard-won return to the living. 310 pages. Artisan. Pub. at $27.95.

★ 58666X EMMA HAMILTON: Seduction & Celebrity. By Quintin Cottrill. Emma Hamilton (1765-1815) was a spectacular one, long obscured by that scandalous affair. This volume rescues her remarkable story from myth and misrepresentation, unveiling an extraordinary woman who broke through the barriers of privilege to win a unique place in British history and the art world. Illus. in color. 280 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x10½x1¼. Pub. at $37.95.


★ 689009 LOULOU & YVES: The Untold Story of Loulou de La Falaise and the House of Saint Laurent. By Christopher Pelkanas. Features the spoken words of more than two hundred voices—from lovers, family, and friends to enemies and groupies—interwoven with those of Yves and Loulou themselves. This fascinating tome unspools an elusive fashion idol—nymphomaniacal and up her bracelets in coco and Boizel champagne—at the core of café society. Illus., some color. 496 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $45.00.

★ 2819356 ELIZABETH SETON: American Saint. By Catherine O’Donnell. With rare, previously unexplored documents, the journals, reflections, and community records to provide deep insight into Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton’s life and work. Through her sympathetic eye, O’Donnell reveals Seton the person, and shows us how she came to understand her own importance in the years before her death in 1821. Illus. 508 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $36.95. $22.95.

★ 2818897 MY GLORY WAS I HAD SUCH FRIENDS: A Memoir. By Amy Silverstein. As Silverstein waited on the precipice for a life-saving heart transplant, nine friends came together to support her and be her rock when she had no one. This narrative is a tribute to these women and the intense hours they spent together—hours of heightened emotion and self-awareness, where everything was laid bare. 331 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $26.99.

★ 2778742 HOME ICE: Reflections of a Reluctant Hockey Mom. By Angie Abdu. With equal parts humor and anguish, Abdu charts a full season of life as a hockey mom, from summer hockey camp to the end of season tournament. Her revealing stories on issues such as cost, gender bias, concussions and family pressures, offer an honest insider’s view of a high-pressure culture. 233 pages.

NEWWalley

★ 2798790 CONFIDANTE OF TYRANTS: The True Story of the American Woman Trusted by the US’s Biggest Enemies. By Eva Goglinger. In this frank and disarmingly honest memoir, Goglinger tells the full story of her time in Chavez’s inner circle, and reflects on what she has learned about revolutionary politics, about the dangers of authoritarian populism, and about herself. She achieved worldwide notoriety by exposing and condemning U.S. military intervention in Venezuela. 223 pages. New International Outlook. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $17.95.


★ 66042X0 THE WOMAN I WANTED TO BE. By Diane von Furstenberg. 48 pages of photos, most in color. 238 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00.


★ 6827448 THE ART OF NOT HAVING IT ALL: True Stories of Men, Sex, and Other Difficulties. By Melissa Kite. Pub. at $22.95.


★ 6753078 HARRIET TUBMAN FOR BEGINNERS. By Annette M. Alston. Illus. 121 pages. For Beginners. Paperbound.


★ 686681 WORD FOR WORD. By Lilianunga Lucia as told to O. Duman. Illus. 336 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $27.00.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>685656</td>
<td>MADAM CURIE: A Biography</td>
<td>By Eve Curie</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>698058</td>
<td>RAISED BY UNICORNS: Stories from People with LGBTQ+ Parents</td>
<td>By Scott Pomri</td>
<td>Da Capo</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>$20.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>694022</td>
<td>SINCE MY LAST CONFESSION: We Remember Our Leaders</td>
<td>By Clevie Jones</td>
<td>Penguin</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>686578</td>
<td>MARGARET MEAD MADE ME GAY: Personal Essays, Public Ideas</td>
<td>By Emily Bingham</td>
<td>Cleis</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Gay & Lesbian

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>666942</td>
<td>GAY LIVES: By Robert Aldrich</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>665943</td>
<td>GAY LIVES: By Robert Aldrich</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Collected Biographies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>649045</td>
<td>PEOPLE-GONE TOO SOON, REVISED: Remembering 57 Celebrities Who Died Far Too Young</td>
<td>By Cutler Durkee</td>
<td>Time Home Entertainment</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>$27.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See more titles at erhbc.com/662
Businessmen & Entrepreneurs


★ 687682X TRUMP U: The Inside Story of Trump University. By Stephen Gilpin. A self-taught expert at leveraging properties and a one-time admirer of Donald Trump, Gilpin jumped at the chance to join Trump’s “Entrepreneur Initiative” as a “master real estate coach.” Little did he know that he would become an unwilling participant in one of the largest con games in American history. Illus. 242 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $30.00

★ 5820854 SOUND PICTURES: The Life of Beatles Producer George Martin—The Later Years, 1966–2016. By Kenneth Womack. More than anyone besides the bandmates themselves, George Martin was the man who created the unique sound of the Beatles. This comprehensive biography offers a powerful and intimate account of the man who did so. Photos. 546 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99

★ 2794217 AMERICAN DREAMER: My Life in Fashion & Business. By Tommy Hilfiger with P. Knobler. In this tale of grit and glamour, setbacks and comebacks, the business and pop culture icon shares his extraordinary life story for the first time—in his own words, with honesty, humor, and the insatiable appetite for life and style that proves that sometimes you have to do it all over again. 337 pages. Llewellyn. Pub. at $26.99

★ 6778615 STICKY FINGERS: The Life and Times of Jann Wenner and Rolling Stone Magazine. By Joe Hagan. Tells the story of Jann Wenner and Rolling Stone magazine. Hagan captures the 1960s youth culture of rock and roll and turned it into a hothouse of fame, power, politics, and riches that would last for 50 years. Featuring conversations with many of our greatest superstars, it’s an unforgettable biography of one of the most fascinating cultural forces of our time. 16 pages of photos. 547 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $29.95

★ 6906351 BILL Y MARTIN: Baseball’s Man of the 20th Century. A memoir and loving tribute to a figure whose accomplishments in the game he loved, and when kicking a bit of dirt on an unsullied mound, he defined every Lou Piniella team. Here he offers a bridge to a rapidly disappearing era, when baseball was a bit more fun, and when kicking a bit of dirt on an umpire was good for everyone. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 342 pages. Harper. Pub. at $25.99

★ 6890701 THE CORPORAL WAS A PITCHER: The Courage of Lou Brissie. By Ira Berkow. Recounts one soldier’s compelling struggle to overcome incredible odds and joust with the twisters of the World War II. Brissie offers a thrilling, behind-the-scenes look at one of professional sports’ most iconic figures, and feisty voice to his fellow soldier-archer of a career, going inside the fights, pranks, and seemingly impossible comebacks that defined every Lou Piniella team. He offers a bridge to a rapidly disappearing era, when baseball was a bit more fun, and when kicking a bit of dirt on an umpire was good for everyone. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 342 pages. Harper. Pub. at $25.99

★ 6895451 SWEET LOU: Lou Piniella, a Life in Baseball. By Melissa Isacoen. Brings the story of one of baseball’s most intriguing managers to life, tells how he qualified for the Pro Football Hall of Fame. The Pursuit of Fame. And how he took on a master's degree, start his own computer company and found the Gale Sayers Center. A true sports icon in every sense of the word. 16 pages of photos. 234 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95


Sports Stars

★ 6906351 BILLY MARTIN: Baseball’s Man of the 20th Century. A memoir and loving tribute to a figure whose accomplishments in the game he loved, and when kicking a bit of dirt on an unsullied mound, he defined every Lou Piniella team. Here he offers a bridge to a rapidly disappearing era, when baseball was a bit more fun, and when kicking a bit of dirt on an umpire was good for everyone. 16 pages of photos. 530 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

★ 6895451 SWEET LOU: Lou Piniella, a Life in Baseball. By Melissa Isacoen. Brings the story of one of baseball’s most intriguing managers to life, tells how he qualified for the Pro Football Hall of Fame. The Pursuit of Fame. And how he took on a master's degree, start his own computer company and found the Gale Sayers Center. A true sports icon in every sense of the word. 16 pages of photos. 234 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95

★ 6895352 SAYERS: My Life and Times. By Gale Sayers with F. Mitchell. In just 68 remarkable games, Gale Sayers created an on-the-field record that made him the youngest man ever inducted into the Pro Football Hall of Fame. In six of his most famous games, Sayers went on to earn a master's degree, start his own computer company and found the Gale Sayers Center. A true sports icon in every sense of the word. 16 pages of photos. 234 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95

★ 6881894 TOMMY LASORDA! Photos. 239 pages. Triumph.
FOR THE GLORY: Eric Liddell’s Journey from Olympic Medalist to Modern Martyr.

Takes readers from Eric Liddell’s Olympic Champion to Modern Martyr.

World Series Championships. 16 pages of photos. 406 pages.
Sports Stars


5830907 BELICHIK AND BRADY: Two Men, The Patriots, and How They Revolutionized Football. By Michael Holley. Belichick and Brady have rarely been understood. Until now. Based on dozens of interviews with former and current players, coaches, and executives, this account is an eye-opener to the minds, methods, and wild ambitions of two men who have left an indelible mark on the game of football. Color photos. 410 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

6864035 THE PHENOMENON: Pressure, the Yips, and the Pitch That Changed My Life. By R. Ancker & T. K. For four and a half years, Ancker fought the Yips, a mysterious anxiety condition, that has never gone away. This extraordinary story is about how he dealt with the loss of his pitching career, and what happens when a person on the brink has to make a choice about who he is going to be. 292 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

Family & Dynasties

6920640 THESE FEW PRECIOUS DAYS: The Final Year of Jack with Jackie. By Christopher Andersen. Now, in this rare book, we see the portrait of the Kennedys in their final year together, the author shows us a side of JFK and Jackie that we’ve never seen before. Tender, intimate, complex, and, at times, explosive, there is a love story unlike any other, filled with secrets, and scandals, that could never be revealed until now. 16 pages of photos in color. 324 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95


6890768 FOXCATCHER. By Mark Schultz with D. Thomas. 312 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.95 $3.95

6898648 THE FIGHT OF THEIR LIVES. By John Rosenreg. 278 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $1.95


6598466 KARDASHIAN DYNASTY: The Controversial Rise of America’s Royal Family. By Ian Halperin. Provides an unparalleled glimpse into the events and scandals that have propelled the Kardashians to worldwide celebrity. HarperCollins. Import. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

5894631 THE HILTONS: The True Story of an American Dynasty. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. A sweeping saga of the success and excess of an iconic American family. At the center of the story is Conrad Hilton, the enigmatic patriarch whose vision put the Hiltons at the center of the modern luxury hotel industry. But outside the boardroom, Conrad’s emotional detachment led to failed marriages and strained relationships with his children. The story unfolds in 541 pages. Grand Central. Color photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

6784527 THE KENNEDYS: After Camelot. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. Based on extensive research, including hundreds of exclusive interviews, this comprehensive biography captures the wealth, glamour, and fortune for which the Kennedys are so well known. Taraborrelli takes readers on an epic journey as he unfolds the ongoing saga of the nation’s most famous-and controversial-family. 16 pages of photos. 618 pages. Grand Central. Color photos. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

6815299 THE KICK: The True Story of JKF’s Sister and the Heir to Chatsworth. By Paula Byrne. Lively, charismatic, extremely clever, graceful, athletic, and with a sunny disposition, Kathleen Kennedy, known as “Kick,” was a firecracker who effortlessly made friends and stole hearts. Byrne shows us a side of JFK and Jackie that we’ve never seen before. 320 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

6781173 THE KICK: The True Story of JKF’s Sister and the Heir to Chatsworth. By Paula Byrne. Lively, charismatic, extremely clever, graceful, athletic, and with a sunny disposition, Kathleen Kennedy, known as “Kick,” was a firecracker who effortlessly made friends and stole hearts. Byrne shows us a side of JFK and Jackie that we’ve never seen before. 320 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

5974474 KENNEDY: His Life & Legacy. Ed. by Ben Nussbaum. From the Peace Corps to the space program, from civil rights to international partnerships, President John F. Kennedy’s political and legislative legacy is strong. Inside you’ll learn about Jackie, Jack Kennedy, and the death of a president. Well ilus. in color. 95 pages. 1-5 Press. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

6859631 ALL THE MONEY IN THE WORLD: The Outrageous Fortune and Mysterious Death of J. Paul Getty. By John Pearson. In this full biography of the Getty family, the author traces the creation of their phenomenal wealth and how the vast fortune is passed down through four generations. Packed with colorful characters, bitter feuds and unexpected turns, it is a riveting insight into the lives of the super rich. 352 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
685696 LUCKY BASTARD: My Life, My Dad, and the Things I’m Not Allowed to Say on TV. By Joe Buck with M. Rosenberg. In this shares colorful tales and hilarious anecdotes from his life on and off the field. He talks about the lessons he learned from his father, a broadcasting legend, and the errors he made along the way. Photos and color. 295 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

685465 THE DUCHESS OF BLOOMSBURY STREET. By Helene Hanff. A New Yorker who isn’t afraid to speak her mind, Hanff delivers an outstandingly funny yet fabulous portrait of idiosyncratic Britain. A witty account of two different worlds colliding, but also a love letter to England and its literary heritage—and a celebration of the written word’s power to sustain, transport, and unite us. 144 pages.

690198 IN MY SKIN: A Memoir of Addiction. By Kate Holden. The frank, harrowing, and true story of one young woman’s descent into addiction and prostitution, and the long, arduous struggle to reclaim her life. Holden reveals the cold harsh reality of her true story with honesty and genuineness that will leave no reader untouched. 285 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

681342 OLD RECORDS, NEVER DIE. By Eric Ripert. Ripert reveals how he came to take cooking seriously, as well as sharing tales of his own experiences with those of the people he has cooked for over the years. 300 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

281904X WELCOME TO THE GODDAMN ICE CUBE: Chasing Fear and Finding Home in the Great White North. By Farley Mowat. This marvelous memoir chronicles the author’s 1966 trips to the Canadian Arctic, marrying his own experiences with those of the people he met along the way. 305 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

683420 30 YOLKS: From My Mother’s Table to Working the Line. By Eric Ripert. Ripert will present a memoir that captures the triumphs and perils of his life in the most demanding kitchens of Paris, this memoir is about the story of how one of our greatest chefs found himself. 247 pages. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95


**685882 ALWAYS BY MY SIDE: Life Lessons from Millie and All the Dogs I’ve Loved. By Edward Grinnan. Pignant and insightful, Grinnan’s inspiring memoir explores the unbreakable bond between man and dog, how faith shapes our love for our dogs, and how dogs shape our faith. 276 pages. Howard. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95


685702 MY FAMILY AND OTHER HAZARDS: A Memoir. By June Myelt. A funny, poignant account of a family running an unusual family business: a hand-built miniature golf course from the 1950s. Filled with a series of unforgettable and laughable stories, this memoir will bring you through the confusion and triumphs of growing up in a family that ran a miniature golf course. 300 pages. Holt. Pub. at $25.00 $9.95

557797 MY AMBULANCE EDUCATION: Life & Death on the Streets of the City. By Joseph Frank. At 18, Joseph Frank started as an ambulance attendant to pay his way through college. For the next seven years, he worked New York City’s most dangerous neighborhoods as an EMT and learned the code of harrowing, poignant, and touching experiences. Those stories are detailed here. Color photos. 254 pages. Fiery. Pub. at $29.5 $7.95

364954 THIS WONT HURT A BIT (AND OTHER WHITE LIES): My Education in Medicine. By Michelle Atchison. A no-holds-barred account of what a modern medical education feels like, from the grime to the ridiculous, and from the heartwarming to the heartbreaking. Unlike most medical memoirs, however, this one details the author’s struggles to maintain a life outside the hospital.

361554 THE PROMISE: A Tragic Accident, a Paralyzed Bride, and the Power of Love, by Rachelle Friedman. Just weeks before her wedding, Rachelle’s friends threw her a bachelorette party. At the end of the evening, they decided to take a midnight walk. When they became friends playfully pushed her into the water. Rachelle broke her neck, and was paralyzed from the chest down.

685722 ANIMAL, VEGETABLE, MIRACLE: A Year of Food and Love, by Barbara Kingsolver. For Barbara Kingsolver, “growing food” means her family’s move to a rural farm, where they ate–with entertaining exceptions–only the foods they had grown or purchased from local farmers. Includes recipes. 370 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

361316 SIXTY: A Diary of My Sixty-First Year. By Ian Brown. Award-winning writer and journalist Ian Brown presents an uncensored account of his sixty-first year, and his investigation of the many changes—physical, mental, and emotional—that come to all of us as we age. In this memoir, he also describes his day-to-day dramas as a husband, father, brother, son, and friend, and challenges the reader to think about his or her own life and how it may be changed by what he describes.

685961 HER: A Memoir. By Christa Parravani. Studies of twins have shown that when an identical twin dies, the surviving twin’s life is immediately at risk. Living without one’s mirror self can feel impossible, and then become so. This was the case for this author when her twin Cara died. Parravani’s account of being left one half of a whole is heart-wrenching and unforgettable.

461702 DEAD RECKONING: Navigating a Life on the Last Frontier, by George Monbiot. In this engrossing memoir, Monbiot explores the complex issues he has faced in his role as a conservationist, and his day-to-day dramas as a husband, father, brother, son, and friend, and neighborhood. He also describes his day-to-day dramas as a husband, father, brother, son, and friend, and neighborhood.

4519167 AMERICAN SNIPER: The Autobiography of the Most Lethal Sniper in U.S. Military History. By Chris Kyle. From 1999 to 2003, U.S. Navy SEAL Chris Kyle wrote the record career sniper kills in U.S. military history. The pentagon has confirmed more than 150 of Kyle’s kill, and now he is8

452045 MIRROR TOUCH: Notes from a Doctor Who Can Feel Your Pain. By Joel Salinas. Through his experiences, both in his neurological practice and his personal life, Salinas offers readers insights into the world of mirror touch synesthesia, and how the brain, in its endless wonder, can sometimes perform in a nearly superhuman extraordinarily way.

See more titles at erhbc.com/662


3613164 SIXTY: A Diary of My Sixty-First Year. By Ian Brown. Award-winning writer and journalist Ian Brown presents an uncensored account of his sixty-first year, and his investigation of the many changes—physical, mental, and emotional—that come to all of us as we age. In this memoir, he also describes his day-to-day dramas as a husband, father, brother, son, and friend, and challenges the reader to think about his or her own life and how it may be changed by what he describes.

685961 HER: A Memoir. By Christa Parravani. Studies of twins have shown that when an identical twin dies, the surviving twin’s life is immediately at risk. Living without one’s mirror self can feel impossible, and then become so. This was the case for this author when her twin Cara died. Parravani’s account of being left one half of a whole is heart-wrenching and unforgettable.

685961 HER: A Memoir. By Christa Parravani. Studies of twins have shown that when an identical twin dies, the surviving twin’s life is immediately at risk. Living without one’s mirror self can feel impossible, and then become so. This was the case for this author when her twin Cara died. Parravani’s account of being left one half of a whole is heart-wrenching and unforgettable.

685961 HER: A Memoir. By Christa Parravani. Studies of twins have shown that when an identical twin dies, the surviving twin’s life is immediately at risk. Living without one’s mirror self can feel impossible, and then become so. This was the case for this author when her twin Cara died. Parravani’s account of being left one half of a whole is heart-wrenching and unforgettable.

685961 HER: A Memoir. By Christa Parravani. Studies of twins have shown that when an identical twin dies, the surviving twin’s life is immediately at risk. Living without one’s mirror self can feel impossible, and then become so. This was the case for this author when her twin Cara died. Parravani’s account of being left one half of a whole is heart-wrenching and unforgettable.

685961 HER: A Memoir. By Christa Parravani. Studies of twins have shown that when an identical twin dies, the surviving twin’s life is immediately at risk. Living without one’s mirror self can feel impossible, and then become so. This was the case for this author when her twin Cara died. Parravani’s account of being left one half of a whole is heart-wrenching and unforgettable.

685961 HER: A Memoir. By Christa Parravani. Studies of twins have shown that when an identical twin dies, the surviving twin’s life is immediately at risk. Living without one’s mirror self can feel impossible, and then become so. This was the case for this author when her twin Cara died. Parravani’s account of being left one half of a whole is heart-wrenching and unforgettable.

685961 HER: A Memoir. By Christa Parravani. Studies of twins have shown that when an identical twin dies, the surviving twin’s life is immediately at risk. Living without one’s mirror self can feel impossible, and then become so. This was the case for this author when her twin Cara died. Parravani’s account of being left one half of a whole is heart-wrenching and unforgettable.
**Memoirs**

**5884416 FREE REFILLS: A Doctor Confronts His Addiction.** By Peter Grinspoon. By any measure, Dr. Grinspoon was among the most successful doctors in America, with a thriving practice and a beautiful family. But beneath that picture-perfect facade, he was an addict secretly consuming dangerous amounts of prescription medications every day. From the other side of the tunnel, he gives us his harrowing, moving, and darkly funny story of the road to recovery. 232 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

**5820774 SLOW DANCING WITH A STRANGER: The Man Found in the Age of Alzheimer’s.** By Meryl Comer. Author, broadcast journalist, and leading Alzheimer’s advocate Meryl Comer offers a profoundly intimate account of her husband’s battle with Alzheimer’s disease, one of today’s most pressing and least understood health epidemics. 224 pages. HarperOne. At $15.99 $4.95

**6988911 WHAT COMES NEXT AND HOW TO LIKE IT.** By Abigail Thomas. In beautiful, spare vignettes about life, aging, recovery. 232 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00

**2817128 NEVERTHELESS: A Memoir.** By Alec Baldwin. Sheds light on facets of his life he has long kept private. From the Long Island child who felt burdened by his family’s financial struggles and his parents’ unhappy marriage to the man struggling with a brief addiction to drugs and alcohol, Baldwin, who acknowledges his failings and has battled to overcome them. Photos, some color. 272 pages. HarperPaperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**6845018 HOME IS BURNING: A Memoir.** By Dan Marshall. Dan is back and he has bad news. There has been a more than a little less family than usual living there. Photos. 272 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

**6867035 MY PATIENTS AND OTHER ANIMALS: A Veterinarian’s Stories of Love, Loss, and Hope.** By Suzy FinChan-Gray. The author shares her own harrowing, moving and story of FinChan-Gray’s selfless work and her passion for both science and the animals she cares for. This gripping story of one woman’s quest to discover the truth about life, illness, and death, and the discovery that life with animals is worth living! 271 pages. She Writes Press. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**2817211 THE SILVERADO SQUATTERS: A Sojourn in Napa County, California, in the Summer of 1880.** By Robert Louis Stevenson. Taken from the diaries Stevenson kept during the time he spent in an old mining town called Silverado, this account is filled with the gritty and eccentric people who inhabited Silverado and with fascinating descriptions of the daily trials of living simply in the wild. It is a remarkably personal and revealing memoir. 176 pages. Taurus Parke. Paperback Import. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

**6942547 PATIENT H69: The Story of My Second Sight.** By Vanessa Potter. Imagine waking up, suddenly blind and paralyzed! It happened to Vanessa Potter “patient H69” in this gripping story of one woman’s quest to understand her unique neurological illness and recover from it. An inspiring and fascinating account. 268 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

**6849040 SEA TRIALS: A Lone Sailor’s Race Toward Home.** By Peter J. Bourke. Bourke entered the Oldest Singlehanded Trans-Atlantic Race (OSTAR) at age 57. This is his humble account of those 40 days of racing on his 44-foot sailboat Rubicon. As he shares his highs and lows at sea, he also weaves his intimate story of grief and rediscovery. Photos. 266 pages. International Marine. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

**659199X RUTHLESS RIVER: Love & Survival by Raft on the Amazon’s Relentless Madre de Dios.** By Holly FitzGerald. Holly FitzGerald and her new husband survive a plane crash and her challenging journey through the Peruvian Amazon, walled by jungle, and suddenly their year-long honeymoon adventure turns into a dangerous nightmare, as they fight off starvation while coping with a remote wilderness. Through bone-crushing physical hardship, they reach the heart of the Amazon basin in hopes of being found. 316 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

**6920136 FURNISHING ETERNITY: A Father, a Son, a Coffin, and a Measure of Megaphones.** By David Schell. A moving celebration of the vanity of fame. Schell enlisted his eighty-one-year old dad to help him with the unusual project of building his own casket, he thought of it mostly as a sign that it was time to spend time together. But life, as it usually does, had other plans. This account is heartfelt, unvarnished, and piercing with insight. 243 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $24.00 $5.95

**6787437 MY FAMILY AND OTHER ANIMALS.** By Gerald Durrell. Offers an engaging, witty memoir of the British naturalist’s young boyhood in Corfu. Durrell describes how he populated his family’s home with many of the wild creatures he would later spread his wings to bring into the world. This bound with gilded pages and includes a ribbon bookmark. 375 pages. Macmillan. At $19.95 $8.95

**6783581 MY FAMILY AND OTHER ANIMALS.** By Gerald Durrell. Offers an engaging, witty memoir of the British naturalist’s young boyhood in Corfu. Durrell describes how he populated his family’s home with many of the wild creatures he would later spread his wings to bring into the world. This bound with gilded pages and includes a ribbon bookmark. 375 pages. Macmillan. At $19.95 $8.95

**6989823 BOUNDARY IN SIGHT: Five Years in Newfoundland.** By David Ward. Part memoir, part nature writing, part love story, this account is an occasionally comical, often adversarial, and always emotional story about the five years不存在}

**6930123 I’LL BE BACK RIGHT AFTER THIS: My Memoir.** By Pat O’Brien. O’Brien reveals the highs and lows of a life spent sharing the mic with the world’s rich and famous while battling aninfamous agoraphobic and drinkers that nearly killed him. He tells how with laughter, tears, and miracles—he learned to accept his mistakes, find redemption, and become the father he never had. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 386 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

**5673704 BEYOND BELIEF: My Secret Life inside Scientology and My Harrowing Escape.** By Jenna Miscavige Hill with L. Pulitzer. As the niece of the Church of Scientology’s founder, the author grew up at the center of this controversial and powerful organization. But at 21 Jenna made a break from Scientology—a stunning escape she details in this page by page account of the life of secrecy that has long shrouded this world. Color photos. 404 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**5889903 WALKING WITH THE MUSES: A Memoir.** By Pat Cleveland. New York and Paris in the seventies were glamorous and gritty at the same time—cities where virtuosos like Andy Warhol, Halston and Karl Lagerfeld, as well as their muses, pursued their pursuits. Though born an outsider, Cleveland found herself in the center of it all as a runway fashion model. Her larger than life story. Photos. 336 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

**6989522 MAESTRO: MY FATHER, ALBENIZ.** By Alfonso de Alberti with L. Surtees. Born in 1860 and one hundred twenty years of age, the music lover had a prolific career as a conductor, composer, and pianist. His life and work are chronicled here, she shares her memories of her father. Photos. 336 pages. Alria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

**2593063 MATTERS OF VICE AND INTEREST.** By Eric Lerner. Funny, revealing, self-aware, and deeply moving, Lerner’s memoir about his relationship with his friend Leonard Cohen—whose idiosyncratic style of writing and deeply introspective nature was deeply informed by his spiritual practices—describes Cohen as a captivating persona, the likes of which we have yet to see again. 16 pages of photos. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95
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